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Abstract 
Lean is a management philosophy that enhances customer value through waste elimination 

and continuous improvement in a system by applying lean principles, practices, and 

techniques. The focus on lean implementations and research had been typically a single 

company without extension to the entire supply chain. When the concept of lean is 

implemented across the entire supply chain, however, it is referred to as lean supply chain. 

The purpose of this thesis is to create a structure from theory and practice of lean in the 

supply chain, which will enhance understanding of the field. 

 

The thesis is based on a comprehensive review of articles on lean in the supply chain using 

structured content analysis approach. The reviewed articles are classified based on the 

articles’ basic characteristics and contextual issues or idea. Also, a case study of an aerospace 

industry was conducted in order to gain insight on lean in supply chain from a practice 

perspective. 

 

Lean in the supply chain as a supply chain management strategy aims at applying the lean 

concepts to the whole functions within the entire supply chain members: suppliers, focal 

organisations, distributors, and customers. From the literature review and the case study, it is 

found that researchers and practitioners view lean in the supply chain as a transformation 

process in the supply chain which results in a transformed and competitive supply chain 

called lean supply chain. The studies show that the attributes and outcomes of the major result 

of lean in the supply chain (lean supply chain) help in better understanding of the field. Lean 

supply chain is found to be linked to the following benefits: improved quality reduced cost, 

improved delivery, high flexibility, reduced shortage, etc. Also, it is distinguished from the 

traditional supply chain by the following attributes: Long-term relations with suppliers, 

effective communication and information sharing, integrated supply chain members, 

continuous improvements, predictability, etc. The transformation and the benefits are linked 

to the implementation of lean principles, practices and techniques in the supply chain. There 

is no rigorous and general purpose process in the implementation of lean in the supply chain; 

however, general and adaptable steps can be followed. Choice and order of implementation of 

lean tools and techniques depends on suitability, situations, preference and familiarity. It is 

found that from the literature review that the research approach on lean in the supply chain is 

structured towards gaining in-depth knowledge of the field. The emphasis on the supply chain 

members; suppliers and focal organisations by the authors of the reviewed articles shows their 

importance in the supply chain. 
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PART I   INTRODUCTION 

This part covers the thesis background, purpose, and research objectives. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Background 
As a result of increasing competition in the global business, many organisations are looking 

for ways to gain competitive advantage over their competitors. Vonderembse et al (2006) 

observe that competition has shifted from company orientation to supply chain orientation, 

thus supply chain improvement has become a necessity for survival. Researchers increasingly 

propose the implementation of lean in the supply chain as a way to achieve the required 

competitive advantage (Cudney and Elrod, 2011; Oliver, 1993; Taylor, 2006; Womack and 

Jones, 1994). Agus and Hajinoor (2012) argue that lean is the very basis of supply chain 

management. There are several case examples on how implementations of lean in the supply 

chain have resulted in important improvements (Eriksson, 2010; Perez et al, 2010; Taylor, 

1999; Wee and Wu, 2009). Extending lean, which is rooted in automotive manufacturing and 

shop floor operations, to the entire supply chain and other industry sectors requires extensive 

research and adaptation. Lean is an evolving concept (Hines et al, 2004) with fast increasing 

popularity as a supply chain management approach. Thus, it is important to have a detailed 

understanding of the area, lean in the supply chain. 

Research is being conducted on various aspects that concern lean in the supply chain. The 

research is aimed at unveiling how to extend lean concepts, which have been acknowledged to 

be successful at shop floor of automobile industry, to other industry sectors and beyond shop 

floor. Many companies which have been implementing lean in some part of their supply 

chains are faced with some difficult questions as regard to the adoption of lean management 

approach across the entire supply chain. Also, despite the “buzz” about adoption of lean 

management as a gateway to building a competitive supply chain, many companies are 

reluctant to embrace lean supply chain management. These companies are yet to embrace lean 

management in their supply chain, probably; they are yet to have adequate understanding of 

lean in the supply chain. In the past years, research on lean management approach was 

restricted to shop floor of manufacturing companies. In 1993, some researchers extended the 

research beyond shop floor and manufacturing companies. For the past years, research on lean 

in the supply chain has been on continuous development. It is necessary to understand the 

course of development in the research and practice of lean in the supply chain as regard to 

research approaches, areas covered, attempts to answer critical questions about lean in the 

supply chain, and alignment of research works for applicability in industries.  

Research has emphasised the benefits of implementing lean in the shop floor and how the 

implementations can be achieved. However, many questions crop up when it comes to the 

issue of extending lean management across the whole supply chain. Some of the issues that 

bother on the extension of lean in supply chain include: Firstly, the outcome of extending lean 

to the entire supply chain. Secondly, the possibility of implementing lean in the supply chain 

and other industry sectors, since it originally belongs to the shop floor of automobile industry 

sector. Thirdly, when can one say or confirm that there is translation from traditional supply 

chain management to lean supply chain management. The above background calls for this 

study which is geared towards the understanding of lean in the supply chain from published 

research results and practice in industry. It is expected that this thesis will increase our 

understanding of lean in the supply chain. 

 

. 
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1.2. Research purpose and objectives 
The purpose of this thesis is to create a structure from theory and practice of lean in the 

supply chain, which will enhance understanding of the field. The structure is based on the 

identified characteristics of lean supply chain, benefits of lean in the supply chain, process of 

implementing lean in the supply chain, research orientation, and lean management approach 

as regard to the hierarchical order of principles, practices, and techniques proposed by Dean 

and Bowen (1994). The authors argue that the three terms are dependent on one another. The 

principles which are on top of the hierarchy are implemented through a set of practices, and 

the practices are implemented through a set of techniques. The objectives of the thesis 

include: firstly, to identify themes in the research done on lean in the supply chain, and 

structure the existing articles in the field based on the identified themes. Secondly, give 

illustration of how lean in the supply chain is being practised in a case company. Thirdly, 

explore themes on lean in supply chain from research perspective in relation to practices in 

industry.   
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                               PART II THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

This part explains some theories and concepts that are relevant to the thesis. Some part of the 

report like: findings, discussions and conclusions are based on the explained concepts and 

theories. The covered areas are: lean principles, practices, tools and techniques, supply chain 

management, and supply chain concepts. 
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2. Lean  

2.1. Overview of the lean concept 
The lean concept originated from Toyota Motor Company, Japan and it was known as Toyota 

Production System (Shah and Ward, 2007). Toyota Production System (TPS) was conceived 

by Taiichi Ohno, who was trying to ensure survival of the Toyota Motor Company after the 

post world war II economic depression (Womack and Jones, 1996). The authors argue that the 

major objective of TPS has been to ensure continuous and thorough elimination of waste. 

Continuous waste elimination is expected to bring about increase in efficiency and cost 

reduction. TPS has the underlying idea of producing only the needed units of products at the 

time of need and in the quantity needed, so as to avoid waste due to high inventories and over 

production. The innovative idea of Mr. Taiichi Ohno on TPS did not attract attention until the 

1973 oil crisis; due to its effects, some companies closed their business, but Toyota Motor 

Company surprised the business world by its ability to sustain greater earning during the 

period of oil crisis (Womack and Jones, 1996). As a result of the exceptional performance by 

Toyota Motor Company (TMC), it attracted attention from many different inquisitive minds 

that showed interest in what Toyota was doing (Ohno, 1988). In 1988, John Krafcik, a 

researcher at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA used the term , “lean” to describe 

TPS , which he explained as a system that makes products with fewer defects and produce 

according to customer needs (Shah and Ward, 2007; Womack et al ,1990). Lean, which was 

popularised by Womack et al (1990) in their book entitled The Machine that Changed the 

World, was earlier implemented in the manufacturing shop floor only and usually referred to 

as ‘lean production’ or ‘lean manufacturing’. Today, the lean concept is applied across 

various industry sectors and beyond single company’s shop floor (Hines et al, 2004). There is 

no generally accepted definition for the lean concept, instead there is a great variation of what 

lean is and what it is not (Pettersen, 2009; Mohan and Sharma, 2003). Shah and Ward (2007), 

however, describe lean as a management philosophy that is concerned with identification and 

elimination of waste within and beyond an organisation’s products value chain. It is a way to 

achieve cost reduction, quality and efficiency improvement with less effort (Sezen and 

Erdogan, 2009).  

 

The desired improvement can be achieved by appropriate implementation of lean tools and 

techniques, practices and principles. In the same way that (Dean and Bowen, 1994) claim that 

total quality is a management philosophy which can be characterised by its principles, 

practices and techniques, Shah and Ward, (2007) claimed that lean can be understood as a set 

of principles, practices and techniques. The authors could not give a clear demarcation of the 

three lean terms. Instead, they were able to paint pictures of the terms as being hierarchical or 

in pyramid fashion. From the authors’ view, the tree diagram below (figure 1) shows 

principles to be on top of the hierarchy, and then followed by practices and techniques. The 

hierarchical order projects principles as the main focus of lean in the supply chain, and they 

are supported by a set of practices and techniques which are at lower levels. The techniques 

which are below in level to practices support them. Hines et al (2004) also acknowledge the 

hierarchical level of the principle and tools/techniques, with the principle on top. However, 

the authors did not discuss the dependency of the terms. Although the authors could not give a 

clear demarcation of the terms, their explanations can help individual authors to make their 

own classifications. If we are convinced of the hierarchy and dependency of the terms as 

argued by the authors, how do we do proper differentiation of the terms? Most of the studied 

articles and books are unclear about the demarcation of the lean terms. Some authors do not 

bother to differentiate the terms; instead, they use them interchangeably. Literature study 

shows that various authors use or classify the terms based on personal understanding, no 
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standardised classification. Thus, it is not unusual to see different authors identify a particular 

concept like JIT, customer involvement, and VSM as principles, practices, or techniques.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1   Hierarchy of lean principles, practices and techniques   Source:  (Dean and Bowen 

1994; Karlsson and Ahlström, 1997)                                                                                                                 

2.2. Lean principles 

Womack and Jones (1996) propose five principles guiding the lean concept. Liker and Meier, 

(2006) also propose guiding principles for the lean concept, which is called the 4Ps model. 

There are also the Toyota way’s 14 management principles by Liker (2004). These 14 

management principles are an expansion of the 4Ps model. Except that the 4Ps model 

emphasised more on people and partner developments than Womack and Jones 5 lean 

principles, the five lean principles are more comprehensive and specifically focused on core 

lean management issues. Due to the comprehensiveness and uniqueness of the five lean 

principles, many authors concentrate their discussion of lean on them. Consequently, 

whenever lean principle is mentioned, the five lean principles are usually the first to flash on 

people’s mind. The 4Ps model according Liker and Meier (2006) are as follows: 

Philosophy: Establish a long term philosophy or thinking upon which the organisations’ 

operations are based. 

Process: Commitment to the development and following of excellent and tested processes in 

every operation. 

People/Partners: Commitment to growth, development and respect for people and partners. 

Problem solving: Commitment to continuous improvement and solving of root causes of 

problem.  

 

Womack and Jones (1996) articulated a comprehensive business logic on lean management 

which is called lean thinking or lean principles. The five lean principles according to the 

authors are: 1). Specify value from customer view. 2). Map the value stream. 3). Establish 

flow. 4). Let the customers pull the product. 5) Strive for perfection. They describe lean 

thinking as a powerful solution against waste. 

 

Specify value from the end customer view 

Value specification from the end customers’ view involves trying to find out what the 

customers desire in a product or service (Womack and Jones, 1996). The authors argue that 

proper specification of value from customer perspective is the first major step in lean 

thinking. They go further to warn that failure to specify value correctly will lead to providing 

wrong products or services to the customers. From the authors’ view, it means that value 

specification is something that must totally involve customers. Innovation from the 

 Principle 

Practise Practise 

Technique

s 

Practise

ees 

Technique Technique

ue 
Technique Technique Technique 
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organisations providing the values should follow only after value specification has been made 

from customers’ view. Organisations which tend to assume customer value based on their 

expertise and innovations may end up producing goods and services that are superb from their 

own view, but do not satisfy customer need. Such a mistake of producing nice products which 

do not satisfy customers´ need is a form of waste. Incorrect and lack of clear specification of 

values from the outset before applying lean tools and techniques usually result in wrong 

process, products and services (Womack and Jones (1996). The basis of customer satisfaction 

lies in the ability to understand and provide what the customers perceive as value (Ross, 

1998). Understanding of customer value is becoming increasingly complex, and needs to be 

done with caution. The complexity is as a result of the fact that what is considered value 

differs in terms of customers’ various orientations, needs and type of products. 

 

Map the value stream 

This principle requires that value stream need to be identified from activities at suppliers to 

the end customers and expose waste. Value stream is a collection of activities required to 

deliver specific product from conception to the final consumer; identification of the value 

stream for each product is a vital step in the implementation of lean (Womack and Jones, 

1996). Mapping of the value stream in the implementation of lean helps organisations to have 

better visibility of what happens in the creation and delivery of specific products. Since it is 

not possible to describe and evaluate what one cannot see, creation of visibility through 

mapping the value streams for products is a gateway to improvement in the implementation of 

lean. Mapping of the value stream for products exposes three types of activities which take 

place along the value chain: activities that add value to the customers, activities that are very 

important in the creation and delivery of products and services but do not add value to the 

customers, and activities that are neither important nor add value to the customers (Womack 

and Jones, 1996). When such activities that are not important and does not add value to the 

customers are identified and eliminated, the value chain is improved. Also, there is 

opportunity to improve the activities that add value to the customers once they are identified. 

 

Establish flow 

Establishment of flow requires organisation of the system in order to avoid delays, adopt 

practices and policies that will help to eliminate setbacks like downtime and scraps in the 

system. Some anti- flow practices like batch production need to be avoided. The flow 

principle aims to align all identified value creating steps for continuous flow and efficient 

performance, and it requires complete re-arrangement and deviation from traditional and 

accustomed ways of performing activities (Womack and Jones, 1996). The activities towards 

creation and delivery of products need to be connected, and every source of delays or queues 

needs to be identified and eliminated. Hence, enormous work needs to be done on workers 

and machines in order to support flow in the system. Techniques of flow include: focus on the 

main issues, ignore boundaries in jobs and functions that inhibit flow, challenge and innovate 

the existing practices and tools (Womack and Jones, 1996). Establishing flow is a daunting 

task; this is because of the need to surmount the opposition against changing the traditional 

ways of doing things. 

 

Let the customers pull the products 

The pull principle advocates that only the exact amount of what is required by the customer 

should be provided, and only when they are needed. Pull requires connectivity and 

information flow between processes in a value creation. In contrast to the traditional approach 

where work-in-process inventories are stocked for the next operations, pull requires that what 

is needed in the next step signals actions in the operations that follows it. When the pull 
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principle is implemented, it means that upstream does not produce goods or services unless 

the customer downstream makes a demand, it also makes sales forecast irrelevant (Womack 

and Jones, 1996). By implication, value creation activities need to be very fast in order to wait 

for customers to place a demand before value is created. Most of time, a forecast result is 

unreliable and can result in overproduction or shortage. Implementation of the pull principle 

which helps to avoid the need for forecast will make a system more reliable. 

 

Strive for perfection 

The perfection principle advocates for continuous improvement in a system by continuous 

identification of problems and solving them. Implementation of the initial four principles 

which interacts with one another exposes problems which requires solutions , thus the need 

for continuous effort to align the system towards perfection (Womack and Jones,1996). 

Performing different activities in a system usually leads to discovery of issues that are not 

working as required. Likewise, implementing pull and flow in a system at various situations 

exposes shortcomings that must be fixed in order to make the system work properly. 

Organisations need both radical and incremental improvement approaches to pursue 

perfection (Womack and Jones, 1996). The journey to perfection is continuous and never 

ending. It may start by doing some radical improvements in the system, and then followed by 

continuous small improvements. Transparency among the players in the value creation 

enhances strive for perfection (Womack and Jones, 1996). When the whole process of value 

creation is visible and clear to all players, including the internal and external players like 

suppliers, the players will be in good position to suggest better ways to perform operations in 

the value chain. 

2.3. Lean practices 
Lean principles are implemented through some practices which are activities undertaken to 

bring about improvements in organisation, the lean practices are supported by set of tools and 

techniques (Dean and Bowen, 1998; Karlsson and Ahlström, 1997). The authors emphasise 

the difference between principles, practice, and techniques and try to separate them from one 

another. However, owing to the connectivity between the three terms, it is difficult to separate 

them, especially practices and techniques. Most of the time, some authors use the terms, 

practices, tools and techniques interchangeably. From the articles on lean in supply chain, 

some activities are identified in the process of transforming a supply chain to lean supply 

chain, and such activities can be referred to as lean practices. The identified lean practices are: 

sourcing of customer need information, value stream analysis (VSA), end customers focus, 

waste elimination, workplace organisation, strong and effective relationship, production of 

exact customer needs only when needed, problem search and problem solving (Levy, 1997; 

New and Ramsay, 1997; Taylor, 2006; Wee and Wu, 2009; Zarei et al, 2011). 

 

Source information on customer needs 

Lean has strong emphasis on the importance of focusing on the customers’ needs by 

addressing value adding tasks and non- value adding tasks (Shah and Ward, 2007). Customer 

needs vary based on several factors, the needs span through several market place attributes 

like quality, price, delivery, and product variety (Ross, 1988). Considering the importance and 

complexity of customer needs in business, investigation to ascertain customer needs for 

specific products need to be thorough. Open minded and market research geared towards in-

depth understanding of customer requirement is among the major actions in developing a lean 

value chain (Taylor, 2006). Hence, information about customers’ needs should not be guessed 

or assumed, instead, there is need to reach out to the customers and hear from them.  
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Value stream analysis 

Value stream analysis is a process of understanding what happens along the products´ value 

chain. Taylor (2006) describes VSA as a very important first step that helps to achieve the 

desired alignment in value chain activities. The author argues that VSA helps in the 

identification of opportunities to improve the value chain for better performance, profitability 

and relationships. VSA clears the ground for waste elimination. This is because through VSA, 

activities along the value chain are classified into value adding (VA) and non-value adding 

activities (NVA). The steps in VSA include: education on the importance of VSA, creation of 

value chain structure and selection of focus value stream, mapping of individual facilities and 

activities within the focus value stream, development of current state map for the value chain, 

identification of issues and opportunities for improvement within the chain, development of 

future state map for the value chain and recommendation for improvements (Taylor, 2005). 

 

Waste reduction/elimination 

The major focus in lean is identification and elimination of waste from the whole value chain 

(Cudney and Elrod, 2011; Shah and Ward, 2007; Womack and Jones, 1996). Most of the 

activities on the implementation of lean revolve around waste elimination. Ohno (1988) 

suggests that waste can be eliminated by analysis and optimisation of transportation method 

and machining process, adoption of appropriate and improved technology, and proper 

organisation of facilities within the system. The early step in the implementation of lean is 

through identification of waste which include waste of overproduction, waste of waiting, 

transportation waste, waste from keeping inventories, processing waste, waste of movement, 

and waste from producing defective products (Ohno, 1988). 

 

Workplace or system organisation 

Workplace organisation involves proper arrangement of machines, tools and other facilities in 

the workplace in order to ensure easy and quick access, occupation of less space and avoid 

obstructions to workflow or material flow. A disorganised workplace or system results in 

mistakes and delays, while workplace organisation which helps to ensure production flow is 

an important activity towards process improvement (Julien and Tjahjono, 2009). Workplace 

organisation is a simple, but powerful practice in the implementation of lean. It helps to avoid 

different kinds of wastes in a system, like waste due to waiting, unnecessary transportation 

and movements. Work-in-process inventories and production flow can be achieved by 

rearranging machines on the shop floor (Ohno, 1988). Usually, the searches for missing or 

misplaced items cause much of time waste (Julien and Tjahjono, 2009). The issue of system 

organisation goes beyond shop floor and focal organisations. It can be applied in the offices 

and external supply chain. 

 

Strong and effective relationship 

Emphasis on strong and effective relationships among the players in the value creation 

activities is one of the major distinguishing factors of lean approach (New and Ramsay, 

1997). With strong and effective relationships in a system, various activities can be easily 

aligned and coordinated. Also, delays, distortions and other adverse effects of arms’ length 

relationship could be avoided. This kind of relationship requires that players are involved, in 

long-term contract, and sharing an information system that links them together (New and 

Ramsay, 1997). 
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Production of exact customer need only when needed 

This is another major lean practice which distinguishes lean approach of management from 

traditional way of management. Core idea of lean approach requires that only the kind of units 

needed by the customers should be produced at the time of need in the right quantity, as this 

helps to avoid unnecessary inventories (Shah and Ward, 2007). This idea is in total contrast to 

the traditional way of producing as much as possible, even when customers do not make 

demand. This traditional approach results in production of obsolete goods which nobody 

would like to buy and accumulation of large inventories. 

 

Problem search and solving 

Continuous search for problems and proffering solutions to the problems are practices in lean, 

without boundaries and time limit. The lean approach “delights” in the exposure of problems 

within a system, so always in search for problems. Efforts to identify major causes of 

problems and their solutions in lean approach involves collection of information on overall 

equipment effectiveness (OEE), working time and process of operations, cycle time  and first 

time through (FTT) from current state map (Julien and Tjahjono, 2009). Usually, the lean 

approach does benchmarking against perfection (Womack and Jones, I996). This explains the 

reason for the consciousness of lean approach in continuous hunt for problems, even when 

everything seems to work perfectly. The journey to perfection can be described as a never 

ending journey. 

 

2.4. Lean tools and techniques 
Tools and techniques constitute a detailed approach on how to implement practices effectively 

(Dean and Bowen, 1994; Karlsson and Ahlström, 1997). Some of the widely acknowledged 

lean tools and techniques include: JIT, setup time reduction (SMED), kanban/pull system, 

standardized work, 5S/housekeeping, small lot size, value stream mapping (VSM), supplier 

involvement/relations, root cause analysis (5whys), employee involvement, visual 

control/management, customer involvement, PCDA cycle, cellular manufacturing, poke yoke, 

statistical quality control, etc. (Cudney and Elrod, 2011; Shah and Ward, 2007; Ohno, 1988). 

Implementation of lean concepts, tools and techniques are dependent on each other, thus the 

need to implement some before others (Nicholas and Soni, 2006). In the implementation of 

lean principles, tools and techniques; choice of tools and techniques to come first depends on 

the situation, suitability, and economic factors (Nicholas and Soni, 2006). 

  

Just-in- time (JIT) 

JIT is a technique in a flow process where the needed parts, components or materials are 

delivered to the point of need only at the time of need and only the amount needed is 

delivered (Ohno, 1988). It is a technique in lean which ensures that materials and components 

are not stocked on the shop floor or other storage areas when they are not required. JIT which 

advocates for zero inventories is based on pull production, top management and employee 

involvement, uninterrupted flow, elimination of wastes, supplier relations, and total quality 

control (Pheng and Chuan, 2001). Successful implementation of JIT requires a fast process 

devoid of waste, especially waste due to poor quality. Cooperative and responsive suppliers 

are also very important for JIT to survive. Major objectives of JIT include creation of flow 

and avoidance of queue and intermediate buffer (Karlsson and Norr, 1994). Levy (1997) 

observes that JIT is the aspect of lean production that is mostly affected by geographic 

distance of the supply chain. Thus, it is hard to practice JIT when buyers and suppliers are 

very far from each other. 
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Value stream mapping 

VSM is often considered as the basis for the implementation of other lean techniques, and it 

helps to track activities for value creation, starting from conception till delivery to the end 

customer (Cudney and Elrod, 2011). VSM allows for visibility of activities that take place in 

the process of value creation for the end customer. It is the major lean technique for value 

stream analysis (VSA). Through VSM, managers will be able to analyse the value stream to 

find what adds value to their customers, within their process and focus on them. In the 

implementation of lean, VSM combined with VSA helps in the identification of value adding 

(VA) and non-value adding (NVA) activities. Besides classification of value chain activities 

into VA and NVA, VSM shows the lead time from raw materials delivery to finished goods 

delivery (Wee and Wu, 2009). With all the information available from VSM, appropriate 

action can be taken to improve a process. 

 

Supplier involvement/integration 

Buyer-supplier relationship in the past used to be characterised by distrust and competition 

with each other (Ross, 1998). Then, each player tried to outsmart each other and maximise 

profit to the detriment of another value chain player. However, lean approach to management 

contrasts the old mentality and encourages close cooperation between buyers and suppliers. 

To ensure design for manufacture, reliability and quality of products from early stage, lean 

advocates for close cooperation between buyers and suppliers (Wee and Wu, 2009). With 

close cooperation between buyers and suppliers, it will be easy to implement many other lean 

ideas like pull system, JIT, cost reduction, and waste elimination. Lean tradition promotes the 

kind of cooperation where suppliers will be involved in the focal organisations´ product 

design and development and the focal organisations will invest in the suppliers and help them 

to develop (supplier development) and view them as their extension (supplier integration) 

rather than a competitor (So and Sun, 2010; Lamming, 1996). Information sharing system and 

long term contracts are the major catalysts for the expected kind of relationship (So and Sun, 

2010). 

 

Standardisation 

Standardisation of process or work involves making it consistent and repetitive by provision 

of fixed and acceptable approach which everyone and everything must follow in performing 

activities (Nicholas and Soni, 2006). Standardisation of work is based on the best ideas or 

approach generated by the team doing the work. Thus, for standardisation to be successful 

there must be existence of stability in the procedure that can be adopted as standard. 

Standardisation helps to check against variation in quality and output; it facilitates waste 

elimination and continuous improvement in a process (Nicholas and Soni, 2006). With 

standardisation in place, everyone adopts or rigorously follows the same approach to perform 

similar tasks; hence reproducing the same acceptable result .Standardised procedure which are 

presented in a standard work sheet and posted on the workplace can help to facilitate training 

of new workers in a department (Nicholas and Soni, 2006). Ohno (1988) states that standard 

work procedure is defined by cycle time, work sequence and standard inventory. Standard 

work procedure for every operation needs to define the standard time required to complete the 

operation, the sequence to be followed in the operation needs to be clearly defined as well as 

the minimum and maximum allowable inventory. 
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Customer involvement 

This is a lean technique which advocates for definition of value in conjunction with the 

customers. The term, customers in this context can be viewed from two perspectives. The 

customer to the suppliers (buyers or focal organisations) and end customers who utilise the 

final value created in the value chain. Through open-minded enquiry, end user requirements 

can be obtained first hand, which helps to provide the exact customer need (Taylor, 2006). 

The old approach and tradition where customers are expected to buy whatever that was mass-

produced and sent into market has changed to a situation where customers desire to be treated 

as unique individuals (Ross 1998). Hence, the needs to involve customers from the early stage 

in product and service creations, so as to incorporate their desires in the product or service. 

 

Continuous improvement/ Kaizen 

The initial radical improvement in a process does not stop at the initial achievement; instead, 

it is followed by continuous incremental improvements in order to pursue perfection 

(Womack and Jones, 1996). The authors argue that the concept of perfection in lean thinking 

refers to endless improvement. Thus, continuous improvement is the technique of endless 

creation of value and removal of waste from a value chain. Continuous improvement requires 

continuous search for problems within a process and proffering solutions to the exposed 

problems. 

 

Root cause analysis (5Whys) 

5Whys which helps to get to the root cause of problems is the Toyota´s scientific approach to 

solving problems (Ohno, 1988, p.123). 5Whys technique involves objective asking of “whys” 

five times on a particular issue. Through the 5Whys probing of an issue or problem, a clear 

picture of the problems and solutions are obtained. 5Whys helps to avoid the situation of 

solving symptoms of a problem without actually touching the underlying issue. In such a 

situation, time and other resources will be wasted in proffering a solution that will not stand 

the test of time. 

 

Employee involvement 

Employee involvement is another lean technique which distinguishes it from other 

management approach. Adoption of employee involvement means that employees will play 

major roles in decision making. Employee involvement spans through various areas in the 

lean factory, which include: setup time reduction, quality inspection, work scheduling and 

control, standardisation of operations, etc. (Nicholas and Soni, 2006). The authors say that 

employee involvement can be initiated in the workplace by giving the workers uninterrupted 

responsibilities on the cleanliness and organisation of workplace. Continuous improvement 

will not be possible without high level of employee involvement (Agus and Hajinoor, 2012; 

Pheng and Chuan, 2001). Encouraging employees who are knowledgeable and constantly 

involved in a process to give suggestion on how to improve the process is the right step 

towards improvement. 

 

Visual control/management 

Visual control or management which is also referred to as management by sight involves 

posting of charts or diagrams that show production activities, status of a system, indicators of 

system performance, procedures for standard operations, and schedule  at easily accessible 

place in a workplace (Nicholas and Soni, 2006; Womack and Jones ,1996). Visual 

management makes it possible to present information and figures to the workers in a 

simplified and effective manner. Examples of visual management include kanban, andon, 
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standard work sheet, status chart on quality, schedule, production performance, etc. (Nicholas 

and Soni, 2006).  

 

Pull system and Kanban 

The pull system and kanban are different lean tools and techniques, but the two usually go 

together. Pull system which is opposite of push is a technique which does not allow 

production or delivery from the upstream until a signal of need is received from downstream 

(Womack and Jones, 1996). The pull system is applied both within shop floor and beyond the 

focal organisation. Within the shop floor or assembly, a later process signals the need for parts 

from the earlier process only when it is ready to use the parts. The pull system is based on the 

idea of production or delivery based on the actual consumption, small lot delivery and low 

inventories (Agus and Hajinoor, 2012). Only actual consumption triggers production or 

delivery which is done in small lots, hence resulting in low inventories. The basis of pull 

system is kanban. Kanban is a means of communication in a pull system; kanban which is a 

small card usually attached to boxes of parts controls pull by signalling production and 

delivery (Womack and Jones, 1996). 

 

5S/housekeeping 

5S or housekeeping is a simple, but powerful tool in lean implementation. As the name 

implies, it helps in keeping the house or system in order. The 5S represents Japanese words 

translated to English language as: seiri-sort, seiton-simplify, seiso-shine, seiketsu- 

standardise, shitsuke-sustain (Nicholas and Soni, 2006; Julien and Tjahjono, 2009): 

Sort: Arrange items accordingly and identify items not being used and discard them. 

Simplify: Store tools and material in a way to allow for easy access. 

Shine: Clean the workplace at intervals and search for abnormalities 

Standardise: Establish the standard procedure to sort, simplify and shine.  

Sustain: Encourage the employees to take 5S as a habit. 

5S can be implemented beyond shop floor to offices and external supply chain. Julien and 

Tjahjono (2009) describe application of 5S in the inventory, workplace and supplier 

management. 
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3. The Supply chain concept 

3.1. Overview of the supply chain concept 
 A supply chain is a network of facilities that perform functions of product development, 

procurement of materials between facilities, the manufacturing of products, and distribution of 

goods to customers (Beamon, 1998). From the definition and figure 2 below, it is clear that a 

supply chain is a network with some members or players. The members within the network 

play various roles which help to accomplish the aim for creating the network. Within supply 

chain, materials usually flow from supplier to the end customer. Information flow in the 

supply chain network follows two ways: upstream to downstream and downstream to 

upstream. Materials flow from upstream to downstream involve flow of raw materials and 

components to the focal organisation, finished or semi-finished goods flow from the focal 

organisation to distribution centres or warehouse. Then, the goods flow from the warehouse to 

the end customers. These flows involve long and short distance transportations. In the case of 

closed loop supply chain and rejections, customers return products which are no longer 

serving its purpose due to defects or exhausted life cycle to the manufacturer for re-use or 

refurbishing. The information flow involves exchange of information within the network on 

order placement, customer need information, delivery information, etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 2: Supply chain scope and functions.  Sources: Beamon (1998) 

3.1.1. Supply chain members and their roles 

The supply chain scope or members include: Suppliers, manufacturers or focal organisations, 

distributors, and end customers (Beamon, 1998; Steven, 1993; Taylor, 1997):  

Suppliers: They are the supply chain members who provide raw materials and components to 

the focal organisations. 

Manufacturers or focal organisations: Focal organisations occupy central role or critical 

position in the supply chain as product or service originators (Ross, 1998). They are the 

supply chain members that produce the core values or products for the end customers. They 

undertake production of goods and services, product development, supplier management, etc. 
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Distributors: Distributors which are also referred to as wholesalers are less prominent among 

the supply chain members (Ross, 1998). They are the supply chain members that ensure 

delivery of products from focal organisations to the customers. Their activities involve 

inventory, warehouse and transport management. 

End customers: End customers are the end users or beneficiaries of value created by focal 

organisations. They contribute to the capital flow within the supply chain by purchasing the 

products or services. Their feedbacks to the focal organisations help for improvements. 

3.1.2. Functions within the supply chain 

The functions being performed within supply chain in order to achieve the aim of the network 

include: marketing, product development, supplier management, production management 

inventory management, demand management, and flow management (Beamon, 1988; Ross, 

1998). The marketing function within the supply chain involves provisions of information on 

products and services to the potential customers and at same time getting feedback from them 

on their needs. In product development, supply chain members collaborate with one another 

to develop products and services that will reflect customer values and satisfy their needs. 

Product development is conscious of short cycle time and low cost. Supplier management 

function encompasses coordination of the upstream supply node. The aim is to ensure 

efficient delivery of quality materials and components at reduced cost. Demand management 

ensures careful and efficient alignment of customer order with delivery and production. It 

aims to provide quick response to customer order within short time, and at reduced cost. Flow 

management aims to integrate flow from supplier to the end customer, vice versa. Flow 

management helps to ensure speed, reliability, and reduced cost. The major flow units along 

the supply chain are: materials, components, products, equipment and information. Inventory 

management aims to reduce or eliminate accumulation of inventories. Control of inventory 

flow in order to ensure that the right inventories are at the right place when needed is also 

included in the function. Major types of inventories within supply chain include: raw material, 

work-in-process, and finished goods inventories. Production management functions span 

through planning and execution of manufacturing operations, design and management of the 

manufacturing system (Beamon, 1998; Ross, 1998). 

 

3.1.3. The supply chain performance measures 

Beamon (1998) identifies some metrics to watch in order to assess efficiency of the supply 

chain. They include: customer satisfaction, flexibility, information and material flow 

integration and supplier performance. Customer satisfaction looks at customers’ degree of 

satisfaction on the provided products and services. Flexibility involves assessment of how 

responsive a supply chain has been to uncertainties in demand and other activities within the 

supply chain. Information and material flow integrations involve a measure of the degree of 

coordination, responsiveness and linkage among all activities within the supply chain 

information and material flow. Supplier performance measures the ability or consistency of 

the suppliers to deliver raw materials and components in the right quantity, time, and good 

quality. Previous research on the supply chain suggests that quality, cost, flexibility and 

delivery are considered very important issues in the supply chain (Agus and Hajinoor, 2012; 

Behrouzi and Wong, 2011; Taj and Morosan, 2011). Supply chain managers and coordinators 

are concerned on how to obtain good results as regard to the important issues in the supply 

chain, in the performance of the identified supply chain functions. 

3.2. Supply chain management 
Supply chain management (SCM) is a continuously evolving management philosophy 

that seek to unify the productive competencies and resources of the business functions 
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found both, within the enterprise and outside in the firm´s allied business partners 

located along intersecting supply channels into a highly competitive, customer 

enriched supply system focused on developing innovative solutions and synchronizing 

the flow of marketplace products, services, and information to create unique 

individualized sources of customer value (Ross, 1998, p.9).  

 

This definition succeeds in highlighting the objectives of SCM, which include: integration of 

supply chain members, alignment of both internal and external supply chain activities, 

creation of a competitive and responsive supply chain, and satisfaction of customers 

according to their individualised needs. However, all the objectives revolve around 

coordination. Agus and Hajinoor (2012) argue that coordination within the supply chain is 

getting more complicated as a result of the dynamic nature of the marketplace. The authors 

suggest that integration of supply chain activities should record some degree of success within 

the internal supply chain before extension to external activities. The theory of supply chain 

management points out that the value added to a product or service must exceed the cost of 

adding the value in order for the product to stand market competition (Lamming, 1996). The 

theory emphasises the fact that cost reduction must not result in inferior goods. Instead, the 

competition within the market requires high quality at reduced cost. . Hence, the need to find 

a way to increase quality without increasing cost.  

 

Ayer (2001) identifies five tasks of supply chain management as presented below: 

 Strategic design of supply chain for competitive advantage: It involves innovative 

ideas on choice and how to integrate customer requirements in the supply chain 

design. 

 Implementation of collaborative relationships: It is concerned with aligning the 

activities within organisations, and encouraging the people in the organisations to 

cooperate and strive towards achieving the organisations´ goal 

 Establishment of supply chain partnership: The benefits of close relationship in the 

supply chain are indisputable, but many organisations are yet to reap the benefits 

(Lamming, 1996). This task involves strong and effective partnership outside the focal 

organisations. 

 Management of supply chain information: This task involves effective dissemination 

and retrieval of information in the supply chain. The importance of information within 

supply chain is obvious. 

 Cost removal from supply chain: Cost has been one of the major supply chain 

improvement targets. This task requires that supply chain activities should be 

performed at reduced cost without loss of expected quality. 

 

Supply chain managers and coordinators are faced with challenges on how to perform the 

supply chain management tasks or the supply chain functions in a manner that will help their 

organisations to remain highly competitive in the market. Hence, they are on the continuous 

search for a management approach that will help them achieve an excellent supply chain. 

Considering the benefits of lean which is a management approach, (Agus and Hajinoor, 2012; 

Shah and Ward, 2007) it has been projected by many researchers as a gateway to excellent 

supply chain management. Womack et al (1990) describe lean as a close alignment from raw 

material to customers through cooperation. 

 

Lamming (1996) identifies features of the theory of lean supply as: cost transparency and 

relationship assessment. Cost transparency is a situation where the focal organisation requires 

that the suppliers reveal cost data relating to the products or services being delivered to the 
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focal organisation. The focal organisations argue that revelation of such information will 

enable them to help the suppliers to improve their processes. This practice of helping 

suppliers to become better is part of lean technique known as supplier development. However, 

Lamming (1996) argues that lean effective practice requires that information or cost 

revelation should be a two-way affair. The cost or information revelation should not be done 

by the suppliers alone, but also by the focal organisations. Suppliers should not be barred 

from consumer market information available to the focal organisation. Similarly, the author 

argues that relationship assessment where only the focal organisations or customers usually 

assess the supplier performance for possible enhancement is not normal. Instead, effective 

lean practice should also give the suppliers a chance to assess the customers’ performance and 

give feedback for possible improvements. This is in contrast to the traditional supply chain 

management where customer- supplier relationship is customer controlled. Lamming (1996) 

advocates that under the lean supply chain management, control within the relationship should 

be equal. Sometimes, the suppliers have the expertise to help improve the customer or the 

focal organizations’ process. In such situation, suppliers should be given an opportunity to 

extend the expertise to their customers and help them become better customers. 
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                                             PART III METHODOLOGY 

This part contains description on the methods and process used in the thesis work. The 

methods are: case study and structured literature review. 
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4. Methodology 
In order to achieve the purpose of this work which aims to explore the field of lean in the 

supply chain, two helpful research methods were chosen. Case study research is good for 

different research objectives like descriptions, explanations, and exploratory study (Woodside 

and Wilson, 2003). Implementation issues can be well explored through case study research 

(Ellram, 1996). A critical review of literature using structured content analysis helps in the 

identification of patterns and themes in an existing body of knowledge (Seuring et al, 2005). 

Hence, the choice of case study and literature review methods for this work. 

4.1. Overview of research design 

Research process 

The research process started with article search and selection, and then followed by other 

activities. The figure 3 below is a sketch of the process followed in the thesis. 

 

 

 

 

                                              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Research process 
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 After decision on research topic and purpose, the thesis commenced by search and selection 

of relevant journal articles. The selected articles were analysed. The analysis led to the 

identification of dimensions upon which the articles were structured. Inspired by the findings 

from the articles analysis, a further step was taken to collect empirical data from the case the 

case company through interview, observation and study of the company´s documents. The 

collected data were sifted and sorted in order to enhance clarity. The work progressed to the 

end through analysis and discussion of the findings from the case company and the reviewed 

articles.  

4.2. Review of journal articles 
Structured content literature review is one of the methods used in the thesis work. A four-step 

process model proposed for content analysis in literature reviews (Mayring, 2003 cited in 

Seuring et al, 2005) is adopted for this review. The four steps are: material collection, 

descriptive analysis, category selection and material evaluation. Material selection involves 

definition, delimitation of materials to be collected and search for relevant literature. At the 

descriptive analysis step, basic characteristics of the selected materials such as publication 

distributions across journals, research methods, and number of publications per year were 

examined. Decision on the choice of categories and dimensions to be used in structuring the 

collected materials was made at the category selection stage. Category selection was followed 

by material evaluation which involved review and classification of the selected materials 

according to the chosen structural dimensions and categories. Only journal articles published 

from 1990 to 2012 that discussed lean in relation to the supply chain were considered. Books, 

reports and conference papers were not considered. Since Womack et al (1990) popularized 

lean in 1990, all predating papers were excluded. Articles that did not contain detailed 

discussion on lean implementation beyond the production/core process area of focal 

organisations were not considered (Only articles that discussed lean in relation to at least two 

members of the supply chain were considered.) 

  

4.2.1. Articles search and selection 

The following information sources were searched for articles on lean in the supply chain: 

Emerald, ScienceDirect, Scopus, Springerlink, Ebscohost, Wiley, ISI, Business premier, and 

Google scholar. The reference lists of the found articles were also scanned for more relevant 

articles. The following keywords were used for the search: “lean supply chain”, “lean 

management”, “lean enterprise”, and “lean implementation”. The initial search with the 

keywords resulted in more than 1000 hits. After limitation of the initial search to articles with 

both lean and supply chain mentioned in their abstract and titles, the articles were drastically 

reduced. Articles with perceived irrelevant title were excluded .The process was repeated for 

different keywords and databases. At a certain stage in the search, it was found that the same 

set of articles recycled themselves, and the search process was stopped. A total of 136 

perceived relevant articles were selected from the search process. Further screening of the 

articles was made by scanning through the abstracts, introduction, body contents, and articles 

which did not discuss lean in relation to at least two supply chain members were removed. 

Thus, the number of articles was reduced from 136 to 64. After detailed reading of the 64 

articles and removal of articles which did not contain good amount of relevant discussions on 

the lean supply chain, a total of 40 articles were finally selected for the review. 
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4.2.2. Review of the selected articles 

In the review, 9 dimensions relating to the articles’ basic characteristics and main ideas were 

identified and grouped into two groups. The articles were classified and analysed based on the 

9 dimensions. The two groups and the 9 dimensions are presented below: 

Basic descriptive characteristics of the reviewed articles: research methods, journal names 

industry sectors, publication time and research objectives. The analysis here focuses on 

research methods used for exploration of lean in supply chain by authors, insights into articles 

distribution across journals, distribution of articles across time, widely adopted research 

objectives or purposes and research methods used to achieve them. 

Authors´ views on lean in the supply chain: It covers benefits of lean in the supply chain, 

characteristics of lean supply chain, lean supply chain management approach (principles, 

practices and techniques) and supply chain members involved. The analysis here focuses on 

what many of the authors acknowledge as the benefits of lean in the supply chain and 

characteristics of lean supply chain. It also involves the study of the extent of research on lean 

implementations across various supply chain members and authors’ emphasis on lean 

principles, practices and techniques in the implementation of lean in supply chain. 

4.3. Data collection from Saab  
Empirical data for the work was collected through a case study at a Saab business unit called 

Saab Aerostructures, which implements lean in its supply chain. The data collection involved 

one interview, observations and study of the company’s documents. 

4.3.1. Interview 
The interview was conducted within Saab aerospace industry located in Linkoping, Sweden. 

The strategy supply chain manager at Saab Aerostructure business unit, Johan Sigfridsson, 

was interviewed within the company´s premises. The interview was aimed at identification 

and understanding of themes in the practice of lean in the supply chain in industry with Saab 

as the case company. The interview was semi-structured. See appendix A for the interview 

guide. 

4.3.2. Observation 
In a further attempt to identify and understand key themes on how lean in the supply chain is 

being practised in industry, an observation was made on the business unit’s work 

environment. The observation was led by the strategy supply chain manager who explained 

the observed situations while the observation was going on. The observation covered how the 

unit has been implementing lean in its assembly line, inventory management, daily control, 

and approach to continuous improvement. 

4.3.3. Study of Saab’s documents 
In order to get further insights on how the business unit conducts lean in its supply chain, 

some company documents were studied. The studied documents include: the unit´s past 

presentations on the implementation of lean in its supply chain and the company´s website. 

Items of helpful information were obtained from the studied documents. 

4.4. Analysis strategy 

The analysis in this thesis includes structured content analysis of the studied literature and 

qualitative analysis of the case study results and findings from the research. Qualitative data 

were collected, hence the choice of qualitative analysis. The structured content analysis of the 

studied literature was done by identification of themes in the studied literature and 

classification into 9 dimensions. Ghauri (2004) suggests that qualitative analysis can start by 

narrative presentation of case object followed by sifting and coding of the obtained 
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information, then trying to explain patterns and relationships. Ghauri’s suggestion was 

followed in the qualitative analysis of the case study and the research findings. A narrative 

presentation of the case result was done. Then, the information was sorted and classified for 

easy and clear understanding. In the sorting of information, attention was given to interesting 

common terms and issues that are related to the research focus and purpose. Further analysis 

was concentrated on the explanation of the identified patterns and relationships. Comparative 

analysis of the findings from literature and the case company was also made. The aim of the 

comparison was to study the relationship between theory and practice of lean in supply chain. 
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                                           PART IV    FINDINGS 

The findings from the literature review and case study are presented in this part. The findings 

are divided into the following: descriptive characteristics of the reviewed articles, 

researchers’ and the case company’s view on lean in supply chain. 
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5. Lean in the supply chain: research perspective 
The results of the review of journal articles published in the field of lean in the supply chain 

are presented. The literature review involves structured content analysis of relevant journal 

articles. 

5.1. Descriptive characteristics of the reviewed articles 
This section contains findings on the basic characteristics of the reviewed articles. The 

characteristics include: research methods, journal names, industry sectors, research objectives 

and publication time. 

5.1.1. Research methods 

Research which may involve investigation on existing body of knowledge or studies to 

uncover new knowledge requires that organised methods should be followed. Kotzab et al 

(2005) identify different research methods that can be applied in various research works. The 

methods are: case study, modelling (mathematical and simulation), conceptual and survey. 

These methods can be further classified into empirical, theoretical, qualitative and quantitative 

research (Ellram, 1996). It is found from the reviewed articles that case study research is a 

widely used research method on lean in the supply chain, followed by conceptual and survey 

approach. Modelling is sparingly used in the research work done in the field. However, some 

authors combine two methods with one of the methods serving as the main approach and the 

other as supporting approach. Case study and surveys were used as supporting approach; see 

Table I. Table I below is a presentation of the reviewed articles and the corresponding 

research methods used in each article. 
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Table I: Articles and the corresponding supply chain scopes, industry sectors, research 

objectives and methods. 
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Oliver 1993 X X X X X      X   X              

Karlsson & Norr 1994 X X   X     X    X X   

Womack & Jones 1994 X X X  X     X    X X   

Lamming 1996 X X       X     X X   

Karlsson & Ahlström 1997 X X X X X     X     X   

Levy 1997 X X X X X     X     X   

New & Ramsay 1997 X X       X  X    X   

HUallacháin &Wasserman 1999 X X   X     X      X  

Michaels 1999 X X   X     X      X  

Taylor 1999 X X   X     X      X  

Arkader 2001 X X   X     X      X  

Pheng & Chuan 2001 X X    X      X   X   

Arbulu et al 2003 X X    X    X     X   

Wu 2003 X X X  X       X  X    

Mohan & Sharma 2003 X X       X  X     X  

Cox & Chicksand 2005 X X X X    X  X    X X   
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Analysis 

dimensions 

Reviewed 

articles 
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Taylor 2006 X X X X    X  X      X  

Cox et al 2007 X X X X    X  X    X X   

Eisler et  al 2007  X  X X     X X    X   

Matson & Matson 2007 X X X X X       X    X  

Julien &Tjahjono 2009 X X  X   X   X      X  

Jorgensen & Emmitt 2009 X X  X  X    X    X X   

Sezen & Erdogen 2009 X X  X     X  X   X    

Taylor & Pettit 2009 X X X X   X    X    X   

We & Wu 2009 X X X X X     X      X  

Eriksson 2010 X X  X  X    X      X  

Perez et  al 2010 X X  X    X  X     X   

So & Sun 2010 X X   X      X X  X X   

Behrouzi & Wong 2011 X X  X X       X   X   

Cudney & Elrod 2011 X X   X    X   X  X X   

Kisperska-Moron & Haan 2011  X X X X     X     X   

Ma et al 2011 X X X  X     X   X    X 

Zarei et  al 2011 X X   X     X    X X   

Zhou & Kelin 2011  X X X X     X   X    X 

Agus & Hajinoor 2012 X X  X X     X  X  X    

Baladhandayuthan & 

Venkatesh 

2012 X X    X    X    X X   

Total number of articles 40 37 40 15 19 23 5 2 5 5 26 7 8 2 17 22 10 2 

Analysis 

dimensions 

 

 

 

Reviewed 

articles 
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5.1.2. Article distribution across journals 

The articles were found in 27 different journals. Seven articles were found in the Supply 

Chain Management: An International Journal (SCM: IJ) and 5 articles were found in the 

International Journal of Operations Management (IJOPM). Two articles each were found in 

the European Journal of Purchasing and Supply Management (EJPSM), International Journal 

of Physical Distribution and Logistics Management (IJPDLM) and Integrated Manufacturing. 

Other journals have one article each. The wide range of different journals that contain articles 

on lean in the supply chain shows that it is a diverse and important research field. The highest 

number of articles found in SCM: IJ is an indication that supply chain management (SCM) 

pays attention to lean management approach. 

5.1.3. Article distribution across industry sectors 

Lean, which originates from automotive manufacturing sector, has been extended to other 

industry sectors like constructions, service, and agri-food. As shown in Table I above, the 

articles in this review are distributed across these industry sectors. The manufacturing sector 

receives the highest attention while the service sector receives least attention from the 

researchers. Some authors did not narrow down their discussion to particular industry sector. 

Instead, they made general discussion that cut across various industry sectors. The issue of 

general discussion is popular among conceptual research papers. The research under 

manufacturing sector covers various manufacturing sub sectors like computer, food, heavy 

equipments, foot wears, electronics and automotive sub sectors. Lean supply chain 

management started receiving attention in agri-food sector in 2005. The research work in the 

sector is concerned with the improvement of value chain activities in the processing of 

agricultural food. The supply chain scope starts from production at farm, processing, 

packaging and distributions to the end customers. At present, most of researches in the area 

centre on meat sub sector. Much of researches on service sector are concentrated on focal 

organisations without extension to other supply chain members. Only very few articles 

discussed implementation of lean beyond the focal organizations of service industries. The 

reviewed articles worked on tourism and humanitarian services. The articles on construction 

considered civil and mechanical engineering works.  Attention is given to design, material 

procurement and core construction activities.  

5.1.4. Articles distribution across time 

In the article, publications from 1990 were considered but the first relevant article appeared in 

1993 and the increase over the subsequent years was small and fluctuating. More than half of 

the reviewed articles were published from 2005 to 2012 with the highest number of articles 

published in 2009 and 2011 respectively. The year 2005 marked the extension of lean to 

service and agri-food supply chain. Though lean became popular in 1990, but implementation 

of lean in the supply chain gained more attention in 1997. 

5.1.5. Research objectives  

Descriptive, exploratory, explanatory, and predictive research are different types of research 

objectives or purposes (Gimenez, 2005; Woodside et al., 2003). Usually, the research 

objective affects the choice of research methods. Explanatory research looks for explanation 

of the nature of relationships between different variables and explains cause-effect 

relationships and how activities take place. Exploratory research involves identification of key 

issues and variables, operational definitions like more efficient approach to handling issues 

and tests for possibility of more extensive study on an issue. Descriptive research provides 

accurate systematic information or description of an observation or phenomena within its 

context. Predictive research tries to predict or forecast short and long term outcome, or 

behaviour as a result of certain actions taken in a system. Table I above shows various 
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research objectives of the reviewed articles and the corresponding research methods used in 

actualising the objectives. Case study, survey and conceptual methods are used by various 

authors to actualise different research objectives like explanatory, exploratory and descriptive 

research. Predictive objective is achieved using modelling; however predictive research is not 

popular in the field (Table I).  Woodside et al.’s (2003) argument that case study research 

method can be used to achieve explanatory, exploratory and descriptive research objectives is 

supported by the findings in the research. The review result shows that many of the 

exploratory research objectives are achieved using survey research method. 

5.2. Researchers’ views on lean in the supply chain 
The focus of lean implementation and research has been within shop floor or core process of 

single organisations, not extending to the whole supply chain. Behrouzi and Wong (2011) 

observe that the implementation of lean principles, tools and techniques within single 

organisations has helped the organisations to be more efficient, profitable, and competitive. 

The authors argue that sub-optimisation of a system is not as beneficial as optimizing the 

whole system, thus, they advocate that lean strategy should be applied across the whole 

supply chain. Application of lean across the whole supply chain will result in benefits that 

will surpass the case of restricting it within the focal organisations. Since 1993, Lean 

Enterprise Research Centre at Cardiff University has engaged in various research projects in 

conjunction with organisations from different sectors in order to study how the lean concept 

can be extended to the whole supply chain (Taylor, 1999). The results of the research project 

support the applicability of lean in the whole supply chain as described in the book, Lean 

thinking by Womack and Jones (1996). Sezen and Erdogan (2009) also argue that lean is 

suitable for the whole supply chain; it will help to achieve high quality, competitive advantage 

and reduced cost. Lean as an efficient management approach can be adopted in supply chain 

management, and it helps to position the supply chain for competitiveness. When lean 

management approach is applied across the entire supply chain, the supply chain can be 

referred to as lean supply chain. Vitasek et al (2005)cited in Ma et al (2011) describe lean 

supply chain as “a set of organisations directly linked by upstream and downstream flow of 

products, services, finances and information that collaboratively work to reduce cost and 

waste by efficiently pulling what is needed to meet the needs of the individual customers”. 

According to Sezen and Erdogan (2009), “A lean supply chain includes a value stream 

through the customers and suppliers have to play strategic roles to achieve a lean production 

system”. Reeve (2002) cited in Ma et al (2011) describes lean supply chain management as 

“planning, executing, and designing across multiple supply chain partners to deliver products 

of the right design, in the right quantity, at the right place, at the right time” This description 

of lean supply chain (LSC) management implies that major focus of the management 

approach include: strategies for effective relationship between supply chain partners , 

customer satisfaction, efficient delivery as regard to time, quantity and quality 

 
5.2.1. Characteristics of lean supply chain 

The following are the widely acknowledged characteristics of lean supply chain by many 

authors of the reviewed articles: Integrated supply chain members (mentioned in 24 articles), 

effective communication and information sharing (mentioned in 13 articles), effective demand 

management (mentioned in 7 articles), end customer focus (mentioned in 5 articles). 

Continuous improvement (mentioned in 6 articles), low inventories and few suppliers 

(mentioned in 4 articles each), continuous flow and long term contracts between supply chain 

members (mentioned in 5 articles each). Only characteristics acknowledged by at least four 

authors were selected. However, integrated supply chain members, effective demand 

management (demand pull), and effective communication and information sharing have 
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outstanding popularity among the authors. The popularity of integrated supply chain members 

among the characteristics is in agreement with Womack et al’s (1990) description of lean as a 

close alignment from raw material to the customers through cooperation. The authors say that 

the identified characteristics are the requirements for attaining the desired benefits in lean 

supply chain management. From the authors´ descriptions of the characteristics it is 

interesting to note that there is strong linkage or dependency among the identified 

characteristics. They explain that supply chain integration involves dealing with other supply 

chain members as extended parts of the focal organisation .The integration which may involve 

signing long term contracts with other supply chain members by the focal organisation will 

help to facilitate effective communication and information sharing. Also, in order to achieve 

integrated supply chain, effective communication and information sharing, there is need to 

have few suppliers. The idea of keeping few suppliers will help for effective communication 

and coordination across the entire supply chain. Some of the authors explain that supply chain 

integration, effective communication and information sharing are the basis to achieve 

continuous flow, low inventory, end customer focus and effective demand management. 

5.2.2. Supply chain members involved 

Stevens (1993) identifies the scope of the supply chain as: Supply—Manufacture (core 

process)—Distributions—End customers. Only very few of the articles discuss lean in the 

supply chain in relation to all supply chain members. About half of the articles discuss lean in 

the supply chain in relation to only 2 out of the 4 identified members of supply chain (see 

Table I). The supply chain scopes, supply and manufacture are extensively discussed in many 

of the reviewed articles while distributions and end customers are not discussed in detail in 

many of the articles. The discussion on manufacture centres on waste reduction, problem 

search and solving by applying lean techniques/tools like: TPM, small lot size, 5S, cell 

manufacturing, employee involvement, VSM and 5Whys. Discussion on supply centres on 

using supplier integration and JIT to achieve waste reduction, effective communication and 

information sharing, strong and effective relationship. The little discussion on distribution 

calls for efficient delivery, cost and waste reductions in transportations and warehousing. 

They emphasise the appropriate choice of transportation modes, lot size, warehouse locations, 

number and size. Many authors acknowledge the importance of focus on the end customers, 

but do not discuss it in detail. Some of the authors argue that through customer involvement 

like market research on customer need and value chain analysis, customer oriented process 

and products will be achieved. Table I above shows the supply chain members or scope 

covered by various authors in their discussions on the implementation of lean in the supply 

chain. 

5.2.3. Benefits of lean in the supply chain  

The following are the widely acknowledged benefits of lean in the supply chain by the authors 

of the reviewed articles: Low inventories (mentioned in 20 articles), customer satisfaction 

(mentioned in 12 articles), optimised efficiency (mentioned in 4 articles), high quality 

(mentioned in 22 articles), reduced cost and improved delivery regarding time, quantity and 

quality specifications (mentioned in 26 articles each) and high flexibility (mentioned in 10 

articles). Many of the authors agree that the identified benefits are linked to the lean 

management practices like value chain analysis, waste elimination, system organisation, end 

customer focus, problem solving, strong and effective relationships. Improved delivery which 

involves delivery of exact customer specifications in terms of quantity and quality at the 

required time is possible through the implementation of lean practices. Through 

implementation of just-in-time and pull production, accumulation of inventories in the system 

is avoided, hence cost of holding inventories is reduced. Besides reduction of lead time by 

avoiding unnecessary processes, waste elimination has also helped in cost reduction by 
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avoiding over production, unnecessary transportation, inventory and processing. By focusing 

on the end customers and application of value chain analysis across the entire value chain, 

wastes and value adding activities are identified. Identification of value adding activities and 

waste eliminations helps in the achievement of customer satisfaction.  

 

Continuous problem search and solutions help to increase operations efficiency and quality of 

products or services. The improvement can be achieved by the implementation of some lean 

techniques like TPM, 5Whys, VSM and employee involvement. Few authors acknowledge 

poke yoke, visual control and statistical quality control (SQC) as ways to achieve high 

quality, but many of the authors emphasise supplier involvement as a way to achieve high 

quality. They suggest that supplier involvement in the early design stage and thorough 

screening of suppliers´ operations will help to improve quality. The authors view flexibility as 

the ability to respond to the dynamic market situation in terms of volume, product-mix and 

delivery .They identify three major areas of flexibility as: volume, product-mix, and delivery 

flexibility and argue that flexibility is required at both the focal and supplier organisations. 

From the reviewed articles, it is found that the identified areas of flexibility can be achieved 

by the implementation of lean techniques and practices like: small lot size, supplier relations 

or involvement, pull production, effective communication and information sharing. Only 

benefits acknowledged by at least four authors are selected. However, the listed benefits are 

acknowledged by at least 10 authors.  

5.2.4. Lean supply chain management approach: principles, practices and techniques 

Lean supply chain management involves implementation of lean concepts, principles, 

practices and techniques across the whole supply chain. Lean principles and techniques can be 

applied to achieve the supply chain management tasks. As a result of the lean management 

approach, traditional practice of push within a supply chain has been replaced with lean 

technique called; pull (Sezen and Erdogan, 2009). In contrast to the push system where the 

manufacturers determine production quantity and design, actual demand determines 

production quantity and design in pull system. Pull system helps to increase customer 

satisfaction and avoid waste due to overproduction. To achieve the desired quality and 

delivery in a supply chain, lean advocates for close partnerships between suppliers and focal 

organisations (Levy, 1997). The success of lean management depends on success of supplier 

integration which involves careful selection of competent suppliers, effective information 

sharing, and long- term relationship (So and Sun, 2010).   

 

About half of the authors give explicit consideration to some of the five lean principles in 

their discussion. Only few authors consider the whole five principles in their discussion. 

Mapping the value stream of products and establishing flows are the most considered 

principles. The implementation of principles requires implementation of some practices (Dean 

and Bowen, 1994; Ahlstrom and Karlsson, 1997). From the reviewed literature, the practices, 

techniques and tools shown in the table II below for the implementation of various lean 

principles are selected based on the acknowledgement by at least three authors. Strong and 

effective relationships, value chain analysis and waste reduction are the most acknowledged 

practices for implementation of lean in the supply chain. Implementation of practices requires 

arrays of techniques or detailed process (Dean and Bowen, 1994; Ahlstrom and Karlsson, 

1997). JIT, VSM and supplier integration are very popular techniques in the implementation 

of lean in supply chain. The table II below shows the five lean principles and the 

corresponding practices and techniques for the implementation of the principles as opined by 

different authors of the reviewed articles. The table presents a summary of the findings from 

the reviewed articles as regard to the implementation of (Womack and Jones, 1996) the five 

lean principles in the supply chain. 
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Table II  
Lean principles and the corresponding practices and techniques for its implementations based on the 

reviewed articles 

 

5.2.5. Process of implementing in the supply chain 

This section tries to find the authors´ view on the process to be followed in the 

implementation of lean in the supply chain. However, all the reviewed articles, except one, 

did not discuss process that can be followed in the implementation of lean in the supply chain. 

Some articles only discussed how some lean techniques like VSM, 5S can be implemented in 

the supply chain (Taylor, 2005; Julien and Tjahjono, 2009; Wee and Wu, 2009; Eisler et al, 

2007). Taylor (1999) argues that sequential approach cannot work on the implementation of 

lean in the supply chain due to the complex nature of supply chain. The author suggests six 

parallel actions to be taken in parallel, rather than sequential in the implementation of lean in 

the supply chain. The actions or initiatives which the author called Parallel Incremental 

Transformation Strategy (PITS) are:  

Principles Practices Techniques 

1. Specify value from the 

end customer view. 

Source information on 

customers need. 

Customer involvement. 

Value chain analysis and end 

customer focus. 

Value stream mapping 

(VSM). 

2. Map value to expose 

and eliminate waste. 

Value chain analysis. VSM. 

Waste reduction. JIT, TPM, small lot size, 5S, 

SMED. 

3.Estabilish flow System organisation 5S, cellular manufacturing 

Strong and effective 

relationship. 

Supplier integration. 

Waste reduction JIT, small lot size, TPM, and 

5S, SMED. 

4. Let the customer pull 

the products. 

Production of exact customer 

needs only when needed. 

JIT, pull/kanban system 

Strong and effective 

relationship. 

Supplier integration. 

5. Strive for perfection. Problem search VSM, 5Whys, employee 

involvement. 

Problem solving Training, 5Whys, employee 

involvement. 
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Education and information: In the implementation of lean in supply chain, it is abnormal to 

assume that people who are involved have prior knowledge of supply chain management or 

lean production. It is necessary to educate everyone, especially senior and middle 

management on the scope of supply chain management and its major purposes, the principles 

of lean thinking, and possible benefits of lean implementation in the supply chain. 

Analysis of waste within supply chain: Everyone, from managers to shop floor workers are 

encouraged to participate in the identification of waste within value streams. They also 

suggest possible ways to handle the identified wastes. 

Creation of organizational setting for supply chain improvements: Implementation of lean in 

the supply chain requires creation of small group of people that will be committed to the 

transformation of supply chain to lean supply chain. The activities or tasks of the created 

group, senior management, and the supply chain operational team must be synchronized to 

complement and support one another. 

Value stream mapping: VSM helps in the detailed assessment of supply chain activities and 

performance. The supply chain operational groups are expected to collect relevant data or 

information from their assigned areas. The lean champions are expected to guide or 

coordinate the mapping process of the selected value stream. Improvement action is applied to 

any individual map that is ready, instead of waiting for all the maps to be ready before 

proceeding to improvement. 

Increment improvement activities: The identification of waste within the supply chain and 

root causes is followed by actions to improve the value stream. The improvement actions 

which will require little or no investment are aimed at making the value stream more efficient. 

Development of supply chain strategy: Once the developed lean approach has been proved to 

be successful in a particular value stream, its principles and basis are noted for adaptation to 

other values streams. The developed lean approach can be adopted as supply chain strategy. 

(Taylor, 1999) 
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6. Lean in the supply chain: practice perspective 
This section tries to understand lean in supply chain from practice perspective. Findings from 

the case study at Saab Aerostructures are presented in this section. The study at the aerospace 

business unit which implements lean its supply chain was aimed at gaining in-depth 

knowledge of lean in the supply chain from practices in industry. A comparison of the 

insights from the case study and findings from the research done in the field of lean in the 

supply chain helps to further understand the field. The case study result is first presented as 

unsorted narrative summary, and then followed by sorting and classification of the collected 

items of information. The collected items of information are classified based on the following 

themes: characteristics of lean supply chain, supply chain members involved, benefits of lean 

in the supply chain, process of lean implementation in the supply chain, and lean supply chain 

management approach as regard to principles, practises, and techniques. 

6.1. Presentation of the case company 
Saab is a Swedish company established in 1937. The company which has its operations on all 

continents of the world and 30 countries has around 13000 employees. It was established with 

the aim of meeting the need of domestic aircraft industry in Sweden. However, Saab has 

grown to serve the global market with innovative and high-tech products, services and 

solutions ranging from military defence to civil security. At present, the company is a major 

player in the areas of air, land, and naval defence, civil security and commercial aeronautics. 

The goal of the company is to create market-driven organisation with strong focus on 

customers’ need. Saab values include: expertise, trust, and drive. The company strives to build 

organisation that is based on constant learning, knowledge and innovation, responsiveness, 

reliability and flexibility. 

 

Saab is a company that operates in diverse areas of business. The company’s business 

operation is divided into five business areas: Aeronautics, Dynamics, Electronic defence 

system, Security and defence solutions, Support and services. Aeronautics business area 

delivers advanced airborne systems, unmanned aerial system (UAS), related subsystems, 

aerostructure, and services to defence customers and commercial aerospace industries 

worldwide. Besides the mentioned activities, the business area also provides development, 

production and support functions to Gripen fighter. It is also pertinent to mention that 

aeronautics business area is one of the largest business areas within Saab group as regard to 

turnover. Due to the size of the company, the case study was narrowed down to Saab 

Aerostructures, a business unit within aeronautics business area. Saab aerostructures was 

established in 1997. The unit offers products within commercial aeronautics. Since its 

establishment, the unit has signed different contracts and delivered various products to 

aerospace industries like Airbus, Boeing, and other aerospace industries as well as internally 

to other Saab business units. The business activities within Saab aerostructures include: 

research and development, design to build, build to print, re-design, production, in-service 

support, etc. The unit involves in the development and production of different parts and 

advanced composites for different aerospace industries. Some of its products include: main 

land gear door, pressurized lateral floor, pylon secondary structure, crew entrance door, large 

cargo door, aileron ,etc. (About Saab group, 2010; Sigfridsson, 2012). 

6.2. Lean in the supply chain at Saab Aerostructures 
The motivation for the business unit to implement lean in its supply chain came from its 

desire to stay ahead of its competitors. The unit desired to achieve on time delivery, reduced 

shortage, low cost, and correct quality within its supply chain. In order to achieve its desire of 

improved supply chain, it moved to understand the gap within its present operations in 
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relation to lean practices. In 2007, Saab aerostructures conducted a lean assessment of its 

operations based on some lean practices and techniques, like standardisation, visualisation of 

deviation, reaction to deviation and leadership. The result of the lean assessment showed that 

standardised process, visualisation and reaction to deviation did not exist in its operations. 

Some of the missing practices, tools, and techniques include: Layout, Andon alarm, policy 

deployment, visualisation tools, systematic problem solving, follow up on objectives, 

continuous improvements, VSM, team control board, etc. Under leadership, it was found that 

some practices and techniques that support lean operations were already in existence. Such 

practices and techniques include: education and training, organized, motivated and well 

informed teams, etc. Having realised from the lean assessment exercise that the business unit 

did not have what it takes to reach its goal, a consulting firm was contracted for support in 

training on lean in the supply chain by Saab aerostructures (Sigfridsson, 2012; Sigfridsson, J, 

2012, interview, 11 June). 

 

After creating a joint view on lean within the management of the business unit, the training of 

the whole organisation started. The training was followed by the implementation of 5S in the 

shop floor and offices, and daily control activities. Daily control involves daily meetings with 

everyone to discuss daily events, especially shortages and other operational problems. The 

unit reorganised its sourcing and supplier organisation. Within the sourcing and supplier 

organisation, teams were formed and tasked to ensure adequate delivery of materials to 

production. In order to get the suppliers to support the goal of the business unit, logistic 

agreement was signed with the unit’s suppliers. The agreement requires that the suppliers will 

not deliver material early or late.  In the beginning of 2008, Saab Aerostructures’ supplier 

quality department was reformed to supplier quality and supplier development department. It 

involved a group of five of people who are dedicated to work with improvement on the unit’s 

supply chain. A strategy of working with suppliers in a long- term basis was adopted; the 

strategy encourages development of suppliers through some investments. In 2009, 5S, andon 

alarm, visual management, team organisation, systematic problem solving , root cause 

analysis, standardized work and tact time, daily control continuous improvement were already 

implemented in the various operations within Saab Aerostructures ( Sigfridsson, 2012; 

Sigfridsson, J, 2012, interview, 11 June). 

 

The business unit considered extending the lean culture and ideas to its suppliers after 

successful implementation of lean concepts within its internal operations. Lean concept was 

extended to the Saab aerostructures’ suppliers through suppliers’ conference and workshops, 

reactive and proactive supplier development and kaizen workshops at suppliers’ sites. 

Reactive supplier development involves the use of Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) cycle and 

workshops with suppliers to identify root causes and develop action plans together, 

implementation of action plans and follow it up, follow up on the results of actions, 

evaluation on whether the problem is solved or target achieved. The lean practices, tools and 

techniques used in reactive development include: systematic problem solving, Pareto chart, 

VSM, etc. Proactive supplier development is aimed at mitigation of risks and avoids future or 

possible problems, spreading of lean culture among suppliers, improve performance of 

suppliers, etc. The process involves lean training and workshops on 5S, VSM, visual 

management, kaizen events, etc. During suppliers’ conference, suppliers are invited to a 

meeting where Saab aerostructures presents an outlook for future challenges; workshop is 

conducted on mutual expectation between the suppliers and the business unit. In order to 

ensure unhindered supplier development, it signed contracts with the suppliers which obligate 

them to allow Saab aerostructure to visit the suppliers’ facilities any time they have problem. 

Suppliers’ performances are controlled by checking the received material against the key 
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performance indices (KPI). The factors being considered in the check are: quality, delivery 

time, and commercial cooperation. The check is aimed at identification of problem areas for 

possible improvements. In a situation where poor quality parts from suppliers are identified, 

the parts are sent back to the suppliers with supplier corrective action report (SCAR). The 

supplier has to report to Saab aerostructures on why the defect occurred, root cause analysis, 

what they have done to avoid future occurrence. The business unit’s suppliers are selected 

through rigorous supplier assessment. In the assessment, the following are checked: financial 

situation of the company, technical competence, planning capability, process capability, cost, 

etc. The companies selected in the preliminary stage of the selection are required to complete 

supplier assessment form and return it to Saab Aerostructures with proofs of claims. 

Sometimes, onsite assessments of companies are carried out. The companies are evaluated 

based on the obtained information and also on their ability to manufacture or supply within a 

stipulated price and quality (Sigfridsson,   2012; Sigfridsson, J, 2012, interview, 11 June). 

 

Within Saab Aerostructures, materials and production plans are based on the customers’ 

annual forecast. Tact time is created based on the forecast. Based on the tact time, demands 

are generated from ERP system and the demand information is used for sourcing. Besides the 

immediate material requirements, the amount of material delivery to Saab Aerostructures 

from its suppliers is dependent on the value or cost of the materials and distance between 

Saab Aerostructure and the suppliers. However, the business unit tries to control its inventory 

holding cost by ensuring JIT delivery of high cost materials and components. Saab 

Aerostructures has a square shaped line drawn on the floor of its storage area.  Incoming 

materials are stored within the drawn line and materials outside the drawn line are considered 

as overflows. Overflows indicate that the company has ordered too much materials or that it is 

holding more than the planned inventories. Materials are delivered from the storage area to 

the assembly line when they are needed. At the storage area, received materials are inspected 

and their conditions are recorded in a computer. Inventory movement or material pull start 

from ERP system where list of materials for picking are obtained , when the materials are 

picked , information is sent back to ERP system to record the picking. It outsourced its 

external distributions to a logistic company. The major decision within distribution is on who 

books transportation with the company. Saab Aerostructures, its suppliers or customers can do 

the booking (Sigfridsson, 2012; Sigfridsson, J, 2012, interview, 11 June). 

6.2.1. Characteristics of lean supply chain 

Implementation of lean in the supply chain leads to transformed or improved supply chain 

(Behrouzi and Wong, 2011; Sezen and Erdogan, 2009). When supply chain is transformed 

from its traditional state to lean supply chain, it is expected to be distinguished by certain 

characteristics. The case study at Saab Aerostructures reveals the characteristics that confirm 

the transformation of the business unit’s supply chain to a lean supply chain. The identified 

characteristics which are shown in figure 4 below include: JIT delivery, customer focused 

long- term relations with suppliers, robust and responsive system, predictability, organisation 

wide involvement, effective communication and information sharing, and continuous 

improvement.  
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Figure 4: Characteristics of lean supply chain. Source: Interview at Saab Aerostructures 

 

Operations within Saab Aerostructures were restructured to support JIT delivery from 

suppliers and to customers. The activities of the business unit are oriented to the need of 

customers. It communicates with its customers to ascertain their exact needs, and works 

towards providing the needs. Saab Aerostructures does not assume customer need or do what 

it thinks will be alright for the customers. Re-organisation and standardization of work 

processes within and outside Saab Aerostructures helped the business unit to achieve robust 

and responsive system. The business unit conducts critical supplier assessment and 

development in order to ensure supportive and responsive suppliers. Through daily meetings, 

supplier assessment, development and follow up, suppliers’ conference and workshops, Saab 

Aerostructures communicates and share information. Operations and activities within and 

outside the business unit are under firm control and can be predicted. The improvement within 

the business unit’s supply chain is seen as an unending journey, thus the improvement is 

continuous. The supply chain members within the Saab Aerostructures’ supply chain are 

integrated, every members support and help one another to grow (Sigfridsson, 2012; 

Sigfridsson, J, 2012, interview, 11 June). 

6.2.2. Supply chain members involved 

The supply chain is characterised by its members and various functions performed by the 

members. The members of a supply chain and their functions may vary for different 

organisations. The figure 5 below shows the members of Saab Aerostructures’ supply chain 

and their functions. The supply chain members of Saab Aerostructures include: the suppliers, 

Saab Aerostructures as the focal organisation, distributors and customers. 
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Figure 5: Saab Aerostructure supply chain.  Source: Interview at Saab Aerostructures 

  

Suppliers: The business unit has different suppliers that supply various components or parts 

required for its assembly and manufacturing functions. The suppliers ensure that the required 

quantities of products are delivered to Saab aerostructures at the correct time and quality. 

Suppliers obtain information from Saab aerostructures about its requirements and work to 

satisfy the requirements. They also hold inventories in order to avoid shortage of supply to 

Saab. 

Saab Aerostructures (focal organisation): The business unit plays major roles within the 

supply chain. It depends on its suppliers for components and materials in its assembly and 

manufacturing operations. The major functions of Saab Aerostructures as the focal 

organisation within the supply chain include: assembly, manufacture, supplier management, 

design, and product development. It applies JIT delivery and visual control in its inventory 

management. Supplier management in the company involves supplier assessment and 

selections, supplier developments and relations. Before selection of any company as supplier, 

it does critical assessment of the companies. The business unit usually enters into long term 

relations with the selected suppliers. In order to secure its production process, it prefers to 

select minimum of 2 suppliers for various components and requires the suppliers to keep 

certain amount of inventories for precautionary motives. Saab aerostructures uses KPI and 

suppliers corrective action report (SCAR) to monitor or follow up on suppliers’ quality and 

performance. To ensure unhindered supplier development, Saab aerostructures signs 

agreement with its suppliers which mandates them to allow it to have access to their facilities 

when there is need for it. 

Distributor: Distribution or delivery function within Saab Aerostructures is outsourced to a 

logistics company. The logistic company is charged with the delivery of products or materials 

from Saab to its customers or from suppliers to Saab. The major decision within the business 

unit on delivery issue is booking of delivery with the logistic company. The decision on 

delivery requires it to choose who will book the delivery from among the suppliers, customers 

and Saab. 
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Customers: Saab Aerostructures does not deal with end customers; instead its business 

involves dealing with original equipment manufacturers (OEM). Saab Aerostructures’ 

customers; Airbus, Boeing, Gripen fighters have similar functions as the business unit. Also 

the customers help to develop Saab Aerostructures which function as their first tier supplier. 

The material flow within the business unit is from supplier (upstream) down to the customers 

(downstream). In a situation of defect or rejection, materials flow from customer to Saab or 

from Saab to suppliers. The information flow is always two ways; order placement and other 

requirements from downstream to the upstream, and response or information from upstream 

to downstream (Sigfridsson, 2012; Sigfridsson, J, 2012, interview, 11 June). 

6.2.3. Benefits of lean in the supply chain 

One of the major motivations for the implementation of lean in Saab Aerostructures’ supply 

chain is to enable the business unit to improve its operations and stay ahead of its competitors. 

From the case study, outcome or benefits of implementing lean in the business unit’s supply 

chain are identified. The identified benefits are shown in figure 6 below. They include: 

reduced shortage, improved flow, correct or improved quality, improved delivery, reduced 

cost, reliable system, and low inventories. Implementation of lean in the Saab Aerostructures’ 

supply chain, which encourages close cooperation and visual management of material flow, 

has helped to reduce shortage of materials required in the assembly and manufacturing 

operations. The flow of information and materials within and outside the business unit has 

been improved through effective communication and information sharing, organisation of 

process and close cooperation with the suppliers. With the improved operations within Saab 

aerostructures and its suppliers, operations within the supply chain can be predicted. Through 

application of some lean practices, tools and techniques like; JIT, supplier assessments, 

follow up, and development, standardized work, etc., delivery and quality within Saab 

Aerostructures and its suppliers have been improved. Also, visual management and daily 

control have been very supportive of quality and delivery improvement in the supply chain. 

Adoption of JIT delivery, small batch size delivery, and visual management of material flow 

has helped to reduce the inventory within Saab Aerostructures. With the low inventories and 

improved quality, the cost due to high inventory holding cost and poor quality has been 

reduced, hence, reduced cost in the supply chain (Sigfridsson, 2012; Sigfridsson, J, 2012, 

interview, 11 June) . 
 

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Benefits of lean in Saab Aerostructures’ supply chain. Source: Interview at Saab  
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6.2.4. Lean supply chain management approach: principles, practices, and techniques 

Womack and Jones’ (1996) five lean principles have been acknowledged by many researchers 

within lean operations as the basis for the implementation of lean. From the case study of 

Saab Aerostructures, it is found that the five lean principles are explicitly applied in the 

implementation of lean in the company’s supply chain. Although the five lean principles are 

conspicuously applied, but the business unit never identified them as the centre of attention in 

communicating and implementing lean in its supply chain. In the implementation of the lean 

principles, several lean practices and techniques are involved. The overview of 

implementation of lean principles within Saab aerostructures is given below: 

Specify value from end customer perspective: Saab Aerostructures delivers according to what 

the customers’ value. Although Saab’s major customers are not final customers but the 

companies obtain information which reflects end customers’ value. Saab Aerostructures does 

not assume customer requirements in its operations; instead, it obtains and follows 

requirements from its customers in order to deliver value from customer perspective. 

Customer involvement is a lean technique that is well pronounced within the business unit’s 

supply chain management. Saab aerostructures involves customers in its operations through 

constant communication and meetings. It also gives them access to its facilities for assessment 

to ensure that the facilities are positioned for delivery of the required customer value. 

Map value stream: Saab Aerostructures analyses its value chain with focus on customer value. 

The lean tools and techniques; VSM, 5S, JIT, etc. are used in the unit to map the value 

streams and eliminate waste. Besides the mapping of value stream of the business unit’s 

products, VSM is also extended to the suppliers’ facilities and operations. 

Establish flow: Some lean practices like; system or workplace organisation, strong and 

effective relationship, waste elimination, etc., which support flow are found in the 

implementation of lean within the business unit. The identified practices are supported by the 

following tools and techniques: 5S, supplier integration, layout, JIT, etc. System organisation 

at Saab Aerostructures spans through the office works, shop floor works, and personnel. 

Organisation within personnel involves re-organisation of sourcing and supply department in 

order to improve material procurements. Supplier integration helps to make the suppliers 

competent and responsive. 

Let the customer pull the products: Saab Aerostructures adheres to the lean practices of 

producing exact customer need only when needed. Assembly, manufacturing and 

procurement operations at the business unit are based on customers’ demand. Pull production 

is made possible at the business unit through close relationship and effective communication 

with its suppliers and customers. Lean tools and techniques; JIT and pull system are found to 

be very helpful in upholding this principle. However, the pull system at Saab Aerostructures 

is controlled with ERP system, rather than a Kanban system. 

Strive for perfection: It is very easy to notice that all the operations at Saab aerostructures are 

geared towards perfection. It lives by continuous improvement of its operations. The lean 

practices of problem search and solving are not missing in the implementation of lean in the 

company’s supply chain. The business unit employs lean techniques; employee involvement, 

training, PDCA, and visual control in its strive for perfection. Saab Aerostructures employees 

are well trained and it encourages them to come up with opportunities for improvement of 

their areas of operations. The business unit’s strive for perfection is supported through daily 

controls and meetings to share information on the issues about operations within and outside 

the business unit. It also has a board called improvement board. It uses the board to champion 

and track improvements activities. Saab Aerostructures uses 5Whys and PDCA for root cause 

analysis, and to track the implementation of all corrective actions and improvements 

(Sigfridsson, 2012; Sigfridsson, J, 2012, interview, 11 June). 
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6.2.5. Process of lean implementation in the supply chain 

The journey to lean implementation started at Saab Aerostructures in 2007 with lean 

assessment. The assessment revealed that the business unit lacked some major structures, 

knowledge, tools and techniques to transform its supply chain to lean supply chain. Through 

the support and advice from a consulting firm, Saab Aerostructures managers learned lean 

values, leadership, and techniques. The acquired knowledge helped the managers to teach and 

spread the lean values and cultures among the subordinates within their areas of operations. 

With the acquired knowledge of the lean concept, the employees of Saab Aerostructures were 

able to manage the whole lean implementation process in the business unit’s supply chain. 

Saab Aerostructures started with the implementation of 5S at offices and shop floor. It 

perceived 5S as a simple and powerful tool which can help it to start its journey towards 

becoming a lean organisation. In further pursuit of its goal of becoming a lean organisation, it 

decided to create a structure and the kind of organisation that would facilitate and support the 

goal of transforming its supply chain to lean supply chain. The decision led to the 

restructuring of sourcing and supplier organisation; Airbus and Boeing teams were created 

from the organisation and charged with the task of ensuring adequate delivery of materials to 

production. Also, the Saab’s suppliers’ quality department was reformed to suppliers’ quality 

and development. It involved a group of people who were dedicated to work for improvement 

on the business unit’s supply chain. Besides the adoption of long term supplier relations 

strategy, supplier assessment, supplier development and follow up strategies were developed 

to support its aim of developing lean supply chain. Also, logistic agreement was signed with 

suppliers which obligate them to make deliveries exactly as required by the business unit. The 

foundations of lean in supply chain with Saab Aerostructures include: standardised 

operations, customer focus, leadership, employee involvement, 5S and visual management. 

The pillars include: one piece flow, tact time, pull system, Andon, continuous improvement, 

TPM, etc. The business unit strives for highest quality, lowest cost and shortest lead time 

(Sigfridsson, 2012; Sigfridsson, J, 2012, interview, 11 June). 

 

In 2009, 5S, Andon alarm, visual management, continuous improvement, systematic problem 

solving, standardised work process and tact time, daily control, VSM, JIT team organisation, 

etc. were already implemented in the various operations within Saab Aerostructures. 

Standardised process was developed for every operation, including suppliers’ relations 

process. In the implementation of visual management, various boards are posted at strategic 

places within the company’s work place. The boards which are named according to the roles 

they play help to track activities and share information among the employees. The successful 

implementation of the lean concept within Saab Aerostructures internal operations was 

followed by the extension of the ideas to its suppliers. Extension of lean concepts to Saab 

Aerostructures’ suppliers involves reactive and proactive supplier development. Workshops 

and training are organised for the suppliers on lean tools and techniques like, 5S, VSM, visual 

control, kaizen, etc. Also, the business unit applies systematic problem solving and some 

other lean techniques in their suppliers’ facilities for corrective actions whenever a problem is 

detected. Figure 7 below shows the lean implementation process at Saab Aerostructures’ 

supply chain (Sigfridsson, 2012; Sigfridsson, J, 2012, interview, 11 June). 
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Fig 7: Process of lean implementation in supply chain at Saab Aerostructures. Source: 

Interview at Saab Aerostructures 
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 PART V   DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

This part starts with the discussion of the findings from literature, case company, and makes a 

comparison of findings from both areas. The discussion which is based on the theoretical 

framework leads to conclusions and suggestions for future research. 
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7. Discussion 
This section interprets or explains the issues, practices, causes and relationships identified in 

the literature review and the case study. 

 

7.1. Discussion on the reviewed articles   
Research approach 

The wide range of different journals that contain articles on lean in the supply chain shows 

that it is a diverse and important research field. Concentration of the research on the 

manufacturing sector, especially on the automotive area and the use of single case studies may 

negatively affect research development in the area. Besides, the popularity of single case 

studies in the field makes it difficult to generalise research results from other industry sectors 

and particular sub sectors like the automotive. Case studies help in gaining insight into a little 

known situation or concepts, and are good to be used for exploring implementation issues and 

theory building (Ellram, 1996; Gimenez, 2005; Woodside et al, 2003). Thus, the popularity of 

case study research method in the field indicates the authors´ efforts to present an in-depth 

knowledge of the field and build a theory base for research development in the field. Yin 

(2003, p.34) argues that case study helps in the provision of illustrative evidence of an issue. 

However, most of the reviewed articles are case examples without illustrative evidence which 

are required to substantiate the claimed benefits of lean in supply chain. Reiner (2005) argues 

that empirical quantitative research helps in the development of policies, strategies and 

actions for improvement of situations or process. The empirical works done in the field are 

quite encouraging, but there is more concentration on qualitative approaches and little 

attention to quantitative research approaches.  

 

Level of research on supply chain members and functions 

Lean suppliers, lean logistics and lean distributions are the major requirements to become a 

lean enterprise; well managed distribution activities can be a source of competitive advantage 

to organisations (Behrouzi and Wong, 2011). Concentration of many of the articles on only 

two supply chain scopes: supply and manufacture (core process) and neglect of others may 

hamper fast development in the field. The less attention received by the supply chain 

members; distributors, and end customers in the discussion by the authors is worrisome. The 

distribution function which involves transportation, warehousing and decision on delivery 

size and frequency has strong influence on supply chain cost and efficiency. Choice of 

transportation mode will affect the cost and delivery efficiency within supply chain 

operations. Delivery batch size and frequency also affect cost and customer satisfaction. 

Large delivery batches with less frequent delivery will reduce transportation cost but increase 

the inventory holding cost. Small delivery batches will result in frequent delivery; hence, high 

cost of transportation, low inventory holding cost and high possibility of shortages. Thus, 

there is need to research on how to optimise the whole activities and strike a good balance. 

The emphasis on suppliers’ quality explains the importance of quality from the early stage. 

However, the authors pay less attention to the application of some techniques like visual 

control and SQC to achieve high quality within the focal organisations’ operations. It is 

pertinent to note that quality within suppliers’ operations is as crucial as quality at focal 

organisations’ operations. The review indicates that research on lean in the supply chain has 

not given adequate attention to full implementation of lean in the supply chain. To get 

maximum benefits of lean implementation, it should go beyond the internal activities of the 

focal organisation to suppliers and distributors (Mohan and Sharma, 2003). Hence, full 

implementation of lean in the supply chain is necessary so as to help in the adequate 
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assessment of the benefit. The question now is what to regard as full implementation of lean 

in the supply chain. Is it when lean is implemented in some of the functions within the entire 

supply chain or when lean is implemented in the whole supply chain functions within the 

entire supply chain members? If the requirement to attain lean supply chain status is to 

implement lean in the entire supply chain functions and members, then it is obvious that the 

current state of research in the field is still far from giving the required support to achieve the 

status. This is because from the literature review, almost all the authors concentrate on lean 

supply and lean on shop floor operations (production) and lean inventory management. Little 

attention is given to lean distribution, lean product development and design. 

 

Clarification on what is lean in the supply chain 

The authors’ preference to make extensive description of lean in the supply chain without any 

attempt to give a definition of it may be attributed to the complex and evolving nature of the 

field. The efforts by many authors to explain lean in the supply chain from a lean supply chain 

perspective portrays it as a journey to a destination. Usually, it is easier and clearer to explain 

or describe a journey, than to define it. Definition of the destination helps to keep focus on the 

journey. Similarly, the authors try to define the destination of lean in the supply chain which 

is lean supply chain. However, due to the complex and evolving nature of lean and the supply 

chain, many authors avoid making a definition of the concept. Lack of broad and generally 

accepted definition of lean supply chain will negatively affect research development in the 

field. This is because it is difficult to achieve good result when the desired end is vague. The 

efforts by many authors to explain lean in the supply chain through the explanation of the 

benefits and the attributes of its end result (lean supply chain) yield good results. Viewing 

lean in the supply chain from the characteristics of lean supply chain, it is easier for someone 

to understand it as a supply chain management strategy which advocates for integrated supply 

chain members, continuous improvement, end customers, and low inventories. 

 

Relationship between the identified characteristics and benefits of lean in the supply chain 

The popularity of integrated supply chain members among the identified lean supply chain 

characteristics can be attributed to its strong link and influence on other characteristics and the 

identified benefits. The success of lean implementation in the supply chain depends on 

success of supplier integration which involves careful selection of competent suppliers, 

effective information and long term relationship (So and Sun, 2010). End customers focus, 

effective demand management, low inventories, customer satisfaction, improved delivery, 

high flexibility, and high quality are only possible when supply chain members work closely.  

The close collaboration requires long-term contract, effective communication and information 

sharing. With the long term contract, the suppliers and the customers will be motivated to 

dedicate their time and make investments that will help to improve operations within the 

supply chain. Such dedication will result in improved quality, improved delivery, customer 

satisfaction, etc. Effective communication and information sharing help to avoid ambiguity 

and unnecessary assumptions in the supply chain operations. With efficient information 

management, effective decisions are made on various supply chain activities. Although some 

authors identified many benefits of lean in the supply chain, little effort is made to illustrate 

how the benefits can be achieved. 

 

Implementation of lean in the supply chain 

The discussion of lean implementation in the supply chain around the five lean principles and 

the corresponding practices and techniques by many authors supports the claim by Shah and 

Ward (2007) that lean can be understood as a set of principles, practices, and techniques. The 

discussion also shows that the lean management approach is highly dependent on them; they 
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are the major requirements to transform a supply chain from its traditional state to lean supply 

chain. In the implementation of lean principles, tools and techniques, choice of which tools 

and techniques to come first depends on the situation, suitability and economic factors. Also, 

lean principles, tools and techniques are dependent on one another, thus the need to 

implement some before others (Nicholas and Soni, 2006). The authors’ argument may be the 

explanation behind the concentration on how to implement individual lean tools and 

techniques and avoidance of detailed process for lean implementation. Since choice of lean 

principles, tools and techniques depends on different factors and situations, it will be difficult 

to come up with suitable general process in the implementation of lean in the supply chain.  

7.2. Discussion on lean in the supply chain at Saab Aerostructures 
Linkage between lean implementation and supply chain improvement 

A lean management approach helps to transform or improve the supply chain (Sezen and 

Erdogan, 2009). The transformation and benefits in the Saab Aerostructures’ supply chain are 

noticed after the implementations of lean principles, tools, and techniques in the supply chain. 

Hence the results are attributed to the implementation of lean in the supply chain. It is worthy 

to note that the company applies simple, but highly effective communication and information 

sharing strategies which include: meetings, conferences, workshops, visual management 

(information boards, paper coding). The strategies contribute to the company’s supply chain 

improvement. Through daily meetings of different teams, information is shared effectively 

among the team members. Display of information on various boards placed at strategic places 

at the workplace helps for visualisation, quick and easy access of information to everyone. 

Meetings, workshops, and conferences with suppliers and customers help in effective 

communication and information sharing. The risk of information distortion or 

misinterpretation is reduced; it also creates opportunity for direct feedback. It is found that 

most of the benefits and transformation are a result of long term relationship or close 

cooperation with the suppliers. Supplier development and signing of binding contracts with 

the suppliers have helped to increase the suppliers’ quality and responsiveness. Logistics 

agreement on delivery and inventory holding helps to achieve low inventories, cost reduction, 

reduced shortage, predictable system, etc.  

 

Relationships within Saab Aerostructures’ supply chain 

In contrast to the traditional supply chain practice where customer (focal organisation) - 

supplier relationships is customer controlled, under lean supply chain management, the 

control in the relationship should be equal (Lamming, 1996). The case study of Saab 

Aerostructures’ supply chain shows that relationships within the supply chain are customer 

(focal organisation) controlled. Saab Aerostructures’ customers to which the company plays 

the role of first tier supplier control their supply chain relationship. Also, Saab Aerostructures 

as the customer or focal organisation to its suppliers controls the relationships within the 

supply chain. One of the advantages which Saab Aerostructures’ customers exercise as the 

controller of the supply chain relationship is the influence on the business unit’s supplier 

selections, which results in working with suppliers located far from Saab Aerostructures. JIT 

which promotes zero inventories is a lean technique in a flow process where the needed parts, 

components or materials are delivered to the point of need only at the time of need and only 

the needed quantity is delivered (Ohno, 1988). Due to far location of most of Saab’s suppliers, 

it could not practice JIT effectively. In order to avoid shortages and reduce transportation 

cost, the business unit usually order more than its immediate need. Levy (1997) observes that 

JIT is the aspect of lean production that is mostly affected by the geographic distance of 

supply chain. The excess order leads to keeping of inventories and issues of inventory holding 

cost within Saab Aerostructures.  
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Womack and Jones 5 lean principles 

Interestingly, the company does not present the five lean principles as their working principles 

in the implementation of lean in its supply chain, but most of the activities in the 

implementation revolve around them. The observation agrees with the (Womack and Jones, 

1996) description of the five lean principles as the basis of lean thinking. It is found that lean 

thinking within the supply chain centred on the five lean principles without any prior 

definition of the principles as the centre of attention in the Saab Aerostructures’ supply chain. 

The major values at Saab Aerostructure are quality and delivery. Considering the importance 

of quality and timely delivery to aerospace industry, it is obvious that Saab Aerostructures’ 

definition of value comes from its customers’ value. Thus, the company tries to align all the 

activities within its supply chain to deliver the required quality and meet the demand on 

delivery.  

 

Process followed in the implementation of lean in the supply chain 

Re-organisation and adoption of agreements that will support lean practice within the supply 

chain and starting with implementation of 5S are very good decisions. With the re-

organisation and agreement, it will be easy to implement other lean principles and techniques. 

Also, 5S has been acknowledged as a simple and powerful lean tool that prepares ground for 

implementation of other lean tools. Thus, starting with 5S is a nice move to start with 

something helpful and of reasonable familiarity. Sequential approach does not work on the 

implementation of lean in the supply chain due to the complex nature of the supply chain 

(Taylor, 1999). Taylor’s argument explains the difficulty in sorting the sequential order of 

implementation of individual lean tools and techniques within Saab Aerostructures’ lean 

implementation in the supply chain. It is found that some implementation of tools and 

techniques come in parallel as suggested by Taylor (1999). Stabilisation and alignment of the 

company’s internal operations through lean implementation before extending the lean concept 

to the external operations and partners is a very nice approach. This is because with the stable 

and aligned internal operations, it will be easy to align external operations to the internal 

operations. Also, the internal operations can serve as a temporary standard for improving the 

external operations. Besides, since it is easier to implement lean internally, it is better to start 

with easier operations and translate the experience from easy operations to more difficult 

operations. 

7.2.1 Comparison of findings from the reviewed articles and Saab Aerostructures 

The findings from the reviewed articles and Saab Aerostructures are compared, with the aim 

of identifying similarities, gaps or disagreements. The comparison is based on the following: 

lean principles; benefits of lean in the supply chain; characteristics of lean supply chain; use 

of lean tools and techniques; lean implementation process in the supply chain; supply chain 

members involved; and supplier management. The comparison is presented in the table III 

below: 
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Table III Comparison of findings from the reviewed articles and Saab Aerostructures 

Bases of comparison Reviewed articles Saab Aerostructures 

Five lean principles 

-Identified the five lean 

principles as the basis of lean 
implementation in the supply 

chain. 

-The five lean principles are 

found in the implementation of 
lean in the supply chain, but are 

not considered as the centre of 

lean implementation in its supply 
chain. 

-Discussed lean implementation 

around the five lean principles. 

Lean implementation centred on 

the five lean principles. 

Lean implementation process 

-Acknowledged training and re-
organisation as important steps in 

the implementation of lean in the 

supply chain. 

-Acknowledged training and re-
organisation as important steps in 

the implementation of lean in the 

supply chain. 

- Explained the importance of 

order in the implementation of 

lean tools and techniques, did not 
suggest any order to follow. 

-Order of implementation of lean 

tools and techniques is difficult to 

figure out in sequence 

- No discussion on the extension 

of implementation from internal 
operations to external partners. 

-Upholds that internal lean 

implementation should be 
completed before extension to the 

external partners. 

Benefits of lean in supply chain 

-Acknowledged improved 

quality, improved delivery, 
reduced cost, low inventories, 

etc., as benefits of lean in the 

supply chain. The benefits are 
linked to implementation of 

various lean practices, tools and 

techniques. 

-Acknowledged improved 

quality, improved delivery, 
reduced cost, low inventories, 

improved flow, reduced shortage, 

etc., as benefits of lean in the 
supply chain.  The benefits are 

linked to implementation of 

various lean practices, tools and 

techniques. 

Characteristics of lean supply chain -Acknowledged the following as  

distinguishing attributes of lean 

supply chain: continuous  
improvement, integrated supply 

chain members, customer focus, 

effective communication and 

information sharing, and long 
term relationship. 

-Acknowledged the following as 

the distinguishing attributes of 

lean supply chain: continuous  
improvement, integrated supply 

chain members, customer focus, 

effective communication and  

information sharing, long term  
relationship and predictability. 

Use of lean tools and techniques 

-Identified VSM, JIT, and 

supplier integration as very 
popular and widely used tools 

and techniques in the 

implementation of lean. 

-Identified 5S, standardisation, 

and visual control as very popular 
and widely used tools in the 

implementation of lean. 

 

-Use VSM for VSA, 5Whys for 
root cause analysis. 

Uses VSM for VSA, 5Whys for 
root cause analysis. 

-Use Kanban for communication 

in pull system. 

 

-Uses ERP system for 

communication in  pull system 

Many  lean tools and techniques 

are discussed 

-Many lean tools and techniques 

are used. 

  Continued- 
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Lean principle: Both research on lean in the supply chain and practice at the case company 

adopt the five lean principles by Womack and Jones (1996) in the implementation of lean in 

the supply chain. However, unlike in the reviewed articles where the five lean principles are 

adopted as the basis of lean thinking, Saab Aerostructures does not consider it as the centre of 

attention in its implementation of lean in the supply chain.  

Lean Implementation process in the supply chain: Both researchers in the field of lean in the 

supply chain and the case organisation acknowledge training and re-organisation as important 

steps in the Implementation of lean in the supply chain. Trying to understand the order of 

implementation of lean tools and techniques in the case organisation as sequential is difficult. 

Instead, parallel implementation is found among most of the implemented tools and 

techniques. Reviewed articles do not bother to suggest any order to be followed in the 

implementation of lean tools and techniques, but only explains the importance of 

implementing the appropriate tools first. The difficulty of sequential implementation and 

appropriateness of parallel implementation of lean techniques is also emphasised. No 

discussion in the reviewed articles on whether lean implementation should be concluded 

within internal operations of the focal organisation before extension to the partners or external 

operations. However, the case organisation upholds successful implementation in the internal 

operations before extension to external operations or partners. 

Benefits of lean in the supply chain: Both the reviewed articles and Saab Aerostructures 

acknowledge high quality, improved delivery, reduced cost, low inventory , reduced shortage, 

and increased flexibility as benefits of implementation of lean in the supply chain. They 

linked the benefits to the implementation of lean principles, practices, and techniques. 

Characteristics of lean supply chain: Both the reviewed articles and the case organisation 

identify the following as the characteristics of lean supply chain: integrated supply chain 

members, effective communication and information sharing, end customer focus, continuous 

improvement, long term relation, and predictability. 

Use of lean tools and techniques: From the reviewed articles it is found that VSM, JIT and 

supplier integration are the most popular and widely used tools and techniques in the 

implementation of lean in the supply chain, while 5S, standardization, and visual control are 

identified as the widely used tools and techniques in the case company for the implementation 

of lean in the supply chain. Besides the mentioned popular tools and techniques, many other 

tools and techniques are acknowledged to be very relevant in the implementation of lean in 

the supply chain. Both researchers and the case organisation use VSM for value stream 

Bases of comparison Reviewed articles Saab Aerostructures 

Supply chain members involved 

-Acknowledged the following as 

supply chain members: suppliers, 
manufacturer/focal organisations, 

distributors, and end customers. 

-Acknowledged the following as 

supply chain members: suppliers, 
manufacturer/focal organisations, 

distributors, and customers. 

-Less attention to distributors and 

end customers 

Less emphasis on distributors 

only. 

Suppliers management 

-Supplier assessment and follow 

up.  

-Supplier assessment and follow 

up 

 

-Voluntary Supplier 
developments. 

-Mandatory Supplier 
developments 

- Suppliers integration through 

long-term contract and emphasis 

on equal control 

-Supplier integration through 

long-term contract, but with 

strong control on suppliers. 
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analysis, 5Whys for root cause analysis, but differ in communication on pull system. The case 

organisation prefers to use ERP system as a means of communication in the pull system 

against the popular Kanban in the reviewed articles. The identified differences in the use of 

tools can be viewed as issues of choice, doing the same thing in different ways. It also 

explains the issue of suitability, adaptability and familiarity in the choice of lean tools. 

Supply chain members involved: The supply chain members; suppliers, manufactures/focal 

organisation, distributors and customers are identified in both the reviewed articles and the 

case organisation. Also, both of them give less attention to distribution. The attention received 

by customers is very pronounced at Saab Aerostructures when compared to the attention in 

the reviewed articles. The difference in the attention on customers may be influenced by the 

fact that Saab Aerostructures function as both focal organisation and supplier to other focal 

organisations (customers) which are not the end consumers. In the reviewed articles, the 

perception of customers refers to the end consumers of the value created by the focal 

organisation. 

Supplier management: Both researchers and Saab Aerostructures adopt supplier assessment, 

supplier developments, and integration as suppliers management techniques. However, 

contrary to the voluntary supplier development and equal control in supply chain relation 

being advocated in the reviewed articles, Saab Aerostructures practises mandatory supplier 

development and customer controlled supply chain relations. Researchers advocate that 

suppliers should decide if they need help from the customers(focal organisations) in order to 

improve their process or services, and also that neither the suppliers nor customers should 

have power to take advantage in the supply chain relations. Saab Aerostructures mandates 

suppliers through contractual agreement to accept offer for development. It also controls the 

supply chain relationship, sometimes by imposing cost reduction and inventory holding on 

suppliers. The observed control of supply chain relationship by Saab Aerostructures and its 

customers cannot be viewed as an incident that occurred by chance or peculiar to the 

organisations. Instead, it is in accordance with the popular natural situation where the major 

players in a relationship control it. The equal control being advocated in lean will be difficult 

to achieve in practice. The call for equal control helps to remind the focal organisation to 

always remember to give sense of belonging to other supply chain members in their 

relationships. 

7.3. Discussion on the methodology used in the thesis work 

Research method and study design 

Two research methods were used in the thesis: literature review and case study. Literature 

review was used as the main method in the thesis while the case study was used as illustration 

to enhance understanding of the findings from the literature review. The choice of literature 

review was as a result of the purpose of the thesis which aims to create a structure for quick 

overview and evaluation of research in the field of lean in the supply chain. The use of 

structured content analysis approach in the literature review helped to quantify some of the 

identified dimensions in the field in relation to the reviewed articles. However, the author 

could not link any findings like benefits of lean in the supply chain and characteristics of lean 

supply chain to specific authors. It may seem strange that out of the initially selected articles 

for consideration in the review, only 28% of the articles were finally selected and used in the 

review. The selection was influenced by the author’s decision to limit the study to articles 

with good amount of discussion on lean in the supply chain. It was found that there were 

many publications on lean which did not give adequate consideration to the supply chain, 

hence the reason for discarding 72% of the articles. It is obvious that the author’s personal 

judgement on what could be good amount of discussion may have influenced the article 

selection. Precautions were taken in order to avoid pitfall due to sentimental judgement of the 
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articles by prior definition of contents that are required in order to select an article. The 

approach of using case study in thesis may be judged as shallow. The perceived shallowness 

was as a result of the author’s intention to use it as illustration to enhance understanding of 

the findings from the review, thus the case study was intentionally performed superficially. 

Also, the attempt to make a comparison of research and practice of lean in the supply chain 

using a single case study result may not give quite convincing result or conclusions. The 

comparison was done in order to give a clue of possible relationships between theory and 

practice of lean in the supply chain. An in-depth comparison should involve multiple case 

studies of different industry sectors. Also, survey may be used in order to cover a large 

number of industrial sectors. 

 

Implication of the methodology 

Besides generation of ideas for research, literature review also helps to summarise existing 

research by identifying patterns and issues in a field (Kotzab, 2005). This thesis contributes to 

research development in the field of lean in the supply chain by identification of patterns and 

issues on research in the field. Such identification will help researchers in the field to be 

conscious of dominating and neglected subjects and approach in the field. When such 

consciousness is awakened, researchers will make effort to balance or make up for the 

identified issues or patterns in their future work. The case study which was a first hand 

narrative report of practice of lean in the supply chain can also serve as a base of arguments 

for future research. Since the thesis work focused on research in the field of lean in the supply 

chain, it has less contribution to practice when compared to contributions to theory or 

academic. Nevertheless, organisations which are about to implement lean in their supply 

chain or in the early stage of lean implementation will find the information relevant, and as a 

good starting point. Besides learning from the summarised knowledge from different 

researchers, the narrative case report gives a firsthand overview of lean in the supply chain 

from practical perspective. 

 

A single case study is characterised by difficulty in generalising its result. However, the 

author of the thesis has no intention of generalising the result or findings from the study. The 

intention of the case study was to make a description of how an industry conducts lean in its 

supply chain, thus the choice of a single case study. With the single case study approach, it 

may not be acceptable to generalise some findings in the thesis work. 
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8. Conclusions 
This section presents a summary of the main findings. Conclusions are drawn based on the 

findings and the discussions in the thesis work.  

8.1. Lean in the supply chain from a research and practice perspectives 
This thesis which aims at creating a structure from theory and practice of lean in the supply 

chain, which will enhance understanding of the field, leads to the conclusions below. 

 

The 5 lean principles, lean tools, and techniques like JIT, VSM, supplier integration, 5S, 

visual management, and standardization are very important in the implementation of lean in 

the supply chain. It is found that lean implementation in the supply chain encompasses 

implementation of 5 lean principles, lean practices, tools and techniques. Thus, strategic and 

operational levels (Hines et al, 2004) are found in the implementation of lean in the supply 

chain. Also, choice of lean practices, tools and techniques depends on suitability, situation, 

preference, and familiarity. There is no rigorous process to follow in the implementation of 

lean in the supply chain. Lack of a general rigorous process to be followed in the 

implementation of lean in the supply chain can be explained by the complex nature of supply 

chain activities, great variation in terms of nature of the organisations’ business, 

organisations’ structure and culture, external partnership, business environment, and 

preference. Consequently, it is difficult to find a general and detailed process of lean 

implementation in the supply chain.  

 

Lean in the supply chain aims at applying lean concepts in the performance of the functions 

within the entire supply chain members: suppliers, focal organisations, distributors, and 

customers. It is observed that the limitation of the lean concepts to some supply chain 

members leads to sub optimisation of the value chain, hence poor performance or 

coordination of the value chain. Lean in the supply chain is a process of transforming a supply 

chain into a lean supply chain through the application of lean principles, practices, and 

techniques. It doubles as a process and supply chain management strategy that is infused into 

the daily activities of the involved organisations. Moreover, lean in the supply chain can be 

understood better when it is viewed from the outcomes and attributes of its major end result 

−the lean supply chain. The outcomes of lean supply chain include: reduced cost, low 

inventories, improved quality, improved flexibility, customer satisfaction, reduced shortage, 

improved delivery, reliable system, and improved flow. It also has the following attributes 

which distinguishes it from traditional supply chain: Integrated supply chain members, 

effective communication and information sharing, end customer focus, continuous 

improvement, long-term relationship, JIT delivery, predictability, and organizational wide 

involvement.  

 

A conference paper published in the 15
th 

QMOD international conference proceedings was 

produced in the course of writing this thesis. The thesis is a further work on the paper entitled, 

Lean in the supply chain: a literature review. See appendix B for the conference paper. 
Note: I received feedbacks and guidance from the co-authors and my examiner during the writing of 

this paper. However, the ideas and the text in the paper came from me. Hence, I decided to work 

further in the area, in my thesis. 
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8.2. Future research  
As a result of the findings from the study, it is recommended that future research in the field 

may consider conducting more case studies that are based on illustrative evidence and 

empirical quantitative research works, like surveys and modelling (mathematical and 

simulation). These research approaches which emphasise on substantiation or verification of 

claims and strategies will help to enhance our understanding of lean in the supply chain. 

Concentration of research on only two supply chain members and little attention on other 

members will limit the understanding of lean in the supply chain. Thus, more research is 

needed on these supply chain members; distributors and end customers in order to enhance 

understanding of lean in the supply chain. Since understanding of lean supply chain enhances 

insight in lean in the supply chain, future research needs to address the definition issue on lean 

supply chain. This work involves illustration of practice of lean in the supply chain through a 

case study of an aerospace business unit which functions as both customer (focal 

organisation) and supplier, but does not deal with the final consumer. Extending similar 

research to focal organisations that deal with final consumers and other industry sectors like 

service (especially health industry), construction, and agri-food will further enhance the 

understanding of the field. 
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Appendix A: Interview guide 
The aim of the semi structured interview was to enhance understanding of lean in the supply 

chain from a practice perspective. In the interview, effort was made to gain insight in how the 

following areas as related to the case company: lean supply chain management approach, 

benefits of lean in the supply chain, characteristics of the lean supply chain, and the process of 

implementing lean in the supply chain. The questions were structured as follows: 

 
1. What are your position and work assignments? 

2. How long has the company been implementing lean in its supply chain? 

3. What are the motivations for the implementation of lean in the company’s supply 

chain? 

4. Could you give an overview of how the company conducts lean in its supply chain? 

5. Did the company employ the service of a lean consultant in the lean implementation 

exercise? 

6. Did the company start with the implementation of lean across the entire supply chain 

or started in the shop floor first? 

7. Could you mention members of the company’s supply chain and where lean has been 

implemented? 

8. Please, can you explain the company’s approach to lean management in terms of lean 

principles, practices and tools? 

9. Which lean principles, practices, and tools are dominant in the company’s 

implementation of lean in the company’s supply chain? 

10. Can you give a brief outline of the implementation process when the company started 

the implementation of lean in its supply chain? 

11. What are the challenges to the implementation of lean across the entire supply chain 

against the popular practice of limiting the lean implementation to the shop floor? 

12. Could you mention some improvement or success in the company which can be 

attributed to the implementation of lean in its supply chain? 

13. Taking a critical look at the company’s supply chain, what are the indicators that the 

supply chain is lean compliant? 
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Appendix B: Conference paper 
 

Ugochukwu, P., Engström, J., & Langstrand, J. (2012), “Lean in the supply chain: a literature 

review”, Proceedings, 15th QMOD international conference, Poznan, Poland, 5-7
 
September 

Lean in the supply chain: a literature review 

Paschal Ugochukwu, Jon Engström, and Jostein Langstrand 
 

Quality Technology and Management, Department of Management and Engineering,  

The Institute of Technology, Linköping University, Linköping, Sweden 

Abstract 
Purpose: Lean is a management philosophy that enhances customer value through waste 

elimination and continuous improvement in a system by applying lean principles, practices, 

and techniques. The focus on lean implementations and research had been typically a single 

company without extension to the entire supply chain. When the lean concept is implemented 

across the entire supply chain, however, it is referred to as lean supply chain. The purpose of 

this paper is to review literature on the implementation of lean in supply chain and aims to 

indentify research trends and issues within the field. 

 

Methodology/Approach: A comprehensive review of relevant journal articles on lean in 

supply chain using structured content analysis. The reviewed journal articles were classified 

based on the articles’ basic characteristics and contextual issues. 

 

Findings: The authors agree that the identified benefits of lean in supply chain, which include 

reduced cost, improved quality, delivery and flexibility, are linked to the implementation of 

certain lean principles, practices and techniques in the supply chain. Most of the reviewed 

articles are case studies, and evidence for the benefits of lean in supply chain is anecdotal. At 

the same time as the empirical works done in the field are encouraging, quantitative studies to 

substantiate the claims for the efficiency of lean in the supply chain are lacking.  

 

In the reviewed articles, the manufacturing sector received much attention, while the service 

sector received little attention from the researchers in the field. The scope of lean in supply 

chain varied greatly among the articles. It was generally suggested that the supply chain 

members, suppliers, and manufacturers should be considered in the implementation of lean in 

the supply chain, while the inclusion of distributors and end customers were not discussed in 

details in many of the reviewed articles 

 

Originality/value of paper: This is, to the authors’ best knowledge, the first review of 

articles on the lean implementation in the supply chain. The review, which identifies research 

pattern and issues in the field can be helpful to scholars and companies. 

 

 Keywords: Supply chain, Lean, literature review 

Paper type: Literature review 
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 Introduction   
As a result of increasing competition in the global business, many organisations are looking 

for ways to gain competitive advantage over their competitors. Vonderembse et al (2006) 

observe that competition has shifted from company orientation to supply chain orientation, 

thus supply chain improvement has become a necessity for survival. Researchers increasingly 

propose the implementation of lean in supply chain as a way to achieve the required 

competitive advantage (Cudney and Elrod, 2011; Oliver, 1993; Taylor, 2006; Womack and 

Jones, 1994). Agus and Hajinoor (2012) even argue that lean is the very basis of supply chain 

management. There are several case examples on how implementations of lean in supply 

chain have resulted to important improvements (Eriksson, 2010; Perez et al, 2010; Taylor, 

1999; Wee and Wu, 2009). Extending lean, which is rooted in automotive manufacturing and 

shop floor operations, to the entire supply chain and other industry sectors requires extensive 

research and adaptation. Lean is an evolving concept (Hines et al, 2004) with fast increasing 

popularity as a supply chain management approach. Hence, it is important to understand 

researchers’ views of what makes a lean supply chain, lean principles, practices, techniques 

and benefits regarding the implementation of lean in supply chain. The above observations 

call for a comprehensive review of publications done in the field. The review will help to 

ascertain the extent and trend of research on the implementation of lean in supply chain. 

Lean concept  
The lean concept originates from Toyota and helps companies to great achievements with 

little human efforts, time and cost (Womack and Jones, 1994). Lean, which was popularized 

by Womack et al (1990) in their book entitled The Machine that Changed the World, was 

earlier implemented in the manufacturing shop floor only and usually referred to as ‘lean 

production’ or ‘lean manufacturing’. Today, the lean concept is applied across various 

industry sectors and beyond single companies` shop floor (Hines et al, 2004). There is no 

generally accepted definition for the concept lean, instead there is a great variation of what 

lean is and what it is not (Pettersen, 2009; Mohan and Sharma, 2003). Shah and Ward (2007), 

however, describe lean as a management philosophy that is concerned with identification and 

elimination of waste within and beyond organizations´ products value chain. It is a way to 

achieve cost reduction, quality and efficiency improvement with less effort (Sezen and 

Erdogan, 2009). The desired improvement can be achieved by appropriate implementation of 

lean tools and techniques, practices and principles. In the same way that Dean and Bowen 

(1994) claim that total quality is a management philosophy that can be characterised by its 

principles, practices and techniques, Shah and Ward, (2007) claim that lean can be understood 

as a set of principles, practices and techniques. Womack and Jones (1996) articulated 

comprehensive business logic on lean management which is called lean thinking or lean 

principles. The five lean principles according to Womack and Jones (1996) include:  

1. Specify value from the end customer view: Find out what the customers desire in a  

product or service. 

2. Map value streams: Identify the value stream starting from activities at suppliers´ end 

to the end customers and expose wastes. 

3. Establish flow: Organize the system to avoid delays, down time, scraps. Batch 

production should be avoided. 

4. Let the customer pull the products: Provide exact amount of what is required by the 

customer only when it is needed. 

5. Strive for perfection: Improve the system continuously. Search for problems 

continuously and solve them. 

Each lean principle is implemented by applying some practices, the practices which are 

activities implemented to improve organisations are implemented by set of techniques (Dean 
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and Bowen, 1994; Ahlstrom and Karlsson, 1997). Techniques are detailed approaches on how 

to implement practices effectively. Some of the widely acknowledged lean techniques/tools 

include: poka yoke, just-in-time (JIT), set up time reduction (SMED), kanban/pull system, 

production levelling, standardized work, 5S/housing keeping, small lot size, total productive 

maintenance (TPM), supplier involvement, employee involvement, root cause analysis 

(5Whys), customer involvement, value stream mapping (VSM), cellular manufacturing, 

kaizen/continuous Improvement, and statistical quality control (Cudney and Elrod, 2011; 

Pettersen, 2009 ). Hines et al. (2004) explain that lean has two levels: strategic and 

operational level. The authors argue that the strategic level which involves the five lean 

principles or lean thinking addresses issues of value creation and better understanding of 

customers’ value and has unlimited applications. They argue that the operational level which 

involves lean tools addresses issues on waste elimination, and is mostly applicable to the shop 

floor. 

Supply chain concept 
A Supply chain is a network of facilities and activities that perform the function of product 

development, procurement of materials between facilities, the manufacturing of products, the 

distribution of goods to customers (Beamon, 1998). Supply chain scopes or members include: 

suppliers, manufacturers/focal organisation, distributors and end customers (Beamon, 1998; 

Steven, 1993; Taylor, 1997). Suppliers are the supply chain members who supply raw 

materials or components to the manufacturers for final production. Manufacturers or focal 

organisations are the supply chain members that produce the core values or products for the 

end customers. Distributors ensure delivery of products from the focal organisations to the 

customers. End customers are the end users or beneficiaries of value created by focal 

organisations. 

Previous researches on supply chain suggest that quality, cost, flexibility and delivery are 

considered very important issues in the supply chain (Agus and Hajinoor, 2012; Behrouzi and 

Wong, 2011; Taj and Morosan, 2011). In order to perform the activities identified in the 

above definition very well, supply chain managers and coordinators have been thinking of 

approaches to adopt  so as a to achieve reduced cost, efficient delivery, high quality and 

flexibility while performing the activities.  

Lean in the supply chain 
The focus on lean implementation and research has been within shop floor or core process of 

single organizations, not extending to the whole supply chain.  Large companies found that it 

was not enough to improve performance only within organisations, but better to extend the 

improvement across the entire supply chain (Behrouzi and Wong, 2011). Considering the 

benefits, lean which is a management approach (Agus and Hajinoor, 2012; Shah and Wards, 

2007) has been projected by many researchers as a way to effective supply chain 

management. Womack et al (1990) describe lean as a close alignment from raw material to 

customer through cooperation. Thus, lean management can be adopted by organizations 

seeking to integrate their supply chain members or processes (Supply     Manufacture/core 

process     Distribution     End customers). When lean is implemented across the entire supply 

chain, the supply chain is referred to as Lean supply chain (LSC). 

Research Purpose  
The purpose of this paper is to review literature on the implementation of lean in supply 

chain. The objectives of the paper include: Firstly, to summarize the existing articles in the 

field by identification of patterns and issues on research in the field. Secondly, create a 

structure for quick overview and evaluation of research work in the field. Thirdly, uncover the 

need for further research in the field. In order to actualise the research aim and objectives, the 
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paper focuses on characteristic of lean supply chain, benefits, research approach and 

implementation issues on lean in supply chain. 

 

Methodology 
The research is based on critical review of literature on the implementation of lean in supply 

chain. A four-step process model proposed for content analysis in literature reviews (Mayring, 

2003, p.54, cited in Seuring et al, 2005, p.94) is adopted for this review. The four steps are: 

material collection, descriptive analysis, category selection and material evaluation. Material 

selection involves definition, delimitation of materials to be collected and search for relevant 

literature. At the descriptive analysis step, basic characteristics of the selected materials such 

as publication distributions across journals, research methods, and number of publications per 

year were examined. Decision on the choice of categories and dimensions to be used in 

structuring the collected materials was made at the category selection stage. Category 

selection was followed by material evaluation which involved review and classification of the 

selected materials according to the chosen structural dimensions and categories. Only journal 

articles published from 1990 to 2012 that discussed lean in relation to the supply chain were 

considered. Books, reports and conference papers were not considered. Since Womack et al 

(1990) popularized lean in 1990, all predating papers were excluded. Articles that did not 

contain detailed discussion on lean implementation beyond the production/core process area 

of focal organisations were not considered (Only articles that discussed lean in relation to at 

least two members of the supply chain were considered.) 

 

The following information sources were searched for articles on lean in the supply chain: 

Emerald, ScienceDirect, Scopus, Springerlink, Ebscohost, Wiley, ISI, Business premier, and 

Google scholar. The reference lists of the found articles were also scanned for more relevant 

articles. The following keywords were used for the search: “lean supply chain”, “lean 

management”, “lean enterprise”, and “lean implementation”. The initial search with the 

keywords resulted in more than 1000 hits. After limitation of the initial search to articles with 

both lean and supply chain mentioned in their abstract and titles, the articles were drastically 

reduced. Articles with perceived irrelevant title were excluded .The process was repeated for 

different keywords and databases. At a certain stage in the search, it was found that the same 

set of articles recycled themselves, and the search process was stopped. A total of 136 

perceived relevant articles were selected from the search process. Further screening of the 

articles was made by scanning through the abstracts, introduction, body contents, and articles 

which did not discuss lean in relation to at least two supply chain members were removed. 

Thus, the number of articles was reduced from 136 to 64. After detailed reading of the 64 

articles and removal of articles which did not contain good amount of relevant discussions on 

the lean supply chain, a total of 40 articles were finally selected for the review. 

 

In the review, 9 dimensions relating to the articles’ basic characteristics and main ideas were 

identified and grouped into two groups. The articles were classified and analysed based on the 

9 dimensions. The two groups and the 9 dimensions are presented below: 

Basic descriptive characteristics of the reviewed articles: research methods, journal names 

industry sectors, publication time and research objectives. The analysis here focuses on 

research methods used for exploration of lean in supply chain by authors, insights into articles 

distribution across journals, distribution of articles across time, widely adopted research 

objectives or purposes and research methods used to achieve them. 

Authors´ views on lean in the supply chain: It covers benefits of lean in the supply chain, 

characteristics of lean supply chain, lean supply chain management approach (principles, 
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practices and techniques) and supply chain members involved. The analysis here focuses on 

what many of the authors acknowledge as the benefits of lean in the supply chain and 

characteristics of lean supply chain. It also involves the study of the extent of research on lean 

implementations across various supply chain members and authors’ emphasis on lean 

principles, practices and techniques in the implementation of lean in supply chain. 

 

Findings 

 Descriptive characteristics of the reviewed articles  
This section describes the findings on the basic characteristics of the reviewed articles. The 

characteristics include: research methods, journal names, industry sectors, research objectives 

and publication time. 

Research methods 
Kotzab et al (2005) identify different research methods that can be applied in various research 

works. The methods are: case study, modelling (mathematical and simulation), conceptual 

and survey. These methods can be further classified into empirical, theoretical, qualitative and 

quantitative research (Ellram, 1996). Case study research is the widely used research method 

on lean in supply chain, followed by conceptual and survey approach. Modelling is sparingly 

used in the research work done in the field. However, some authors combined two methods 

with one of the methods serving as the main approach and the other as supporting approach. 

Case study and surveys were used as supporting approach; see Table I. Table I below also 

shows the reviewed articles and the corresponding research methods used in each article. 
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Table I: Articles and the corresponding supply chain scopes, industry sectors, research 

objectives and methods. 
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Oliver 1993 X X X X X      X   X              

Karlsson & Norr 1994 X X   X     X    X X   

Womack & Jones 1994 X X X  X     X    X X   

Lamming 1996 X X       X     X X   

Karlsson & Ahlström 1997 X X X X X     X     X   

Levy 1997 X X X X X     X     X   

New & Ramsay 1997 X X       X  X    X   

HUallacháin &Wasserman 1999 X X   X     X      X  

Michaels 1999 X X   X     X      X  

Taylor 1999 X X   X     X      X  

Arkader 2001 X X   X     X      X  

Pheng & Chuan 2001 X X    X      X   X   

Arbulu et al 2003 X X    X    X     X   

Wu 2003 X X X  X       X  X    

Mohan & Sharma 2003 X X       X  X     X  

Cox & Chicksand 2005 X X X X    X  X    X X   

Mistry 2005 X X   X     X    X X   

Simpson &Power 2005 X X   X     X    X    

Taylor 2005 X X X X    X  X     X   

Cagliano et al 2006 X X  X X       X  X Continued 

Analysis 

dimensions 

Reviewed 

articles 
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Taylor 2006 X X X X    X  X      X  

Cox et al 2007 X X X X    X  X    X X   

Eisler et  al 2007  X  X X     X X    X   

Matson & Matson 2007 X X X X X       X    X  

Julien &Tjahjono 2009 X X  X   X   X      X  

Jorgensen & Emmitt 2009 X X  X  X    X    X X   

Sezen & Erdogen 2009 X X  X     X  X   X    

Taylor & Pettit 2009 X X X X   X    X    X   

We & Wu 2009 X X X X X     X      X  

Eriksson 2010 X X  X  X    X      X  

Perez et  al 2010 X X  X    X  X     X   

So & Sun 2010 X X   X      X X  X X   

Behrouzi & Wong 2011 X X  X X       X   X   

Cudney & Elrod 2011 X X   X    X   X  X X   

Kisperska-Moron & Haan 2011  X X X X     X     X   

Ma et al 2011 X X X  X     X   X    X 

Zarei et  al 2011 X X   X     X    X X   

Zhou & Kelin 2011  X X X X     X   X    X 

Agus & Hajinoor 2012 X X  X X     X  X  X    

Baladhandayuthan & 

Venkatesh 

2012 X X    X    X    X X   

Total number of articles 40 37 40 15 19 23 5 2 5 5 26 7 8 2 17 22 10 2 

Analysis 

dimensions 

 

 

 

Reviewed 

articles 
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Articles distribution across journals 
The articles were found in 27 different journals. Seven articles were found in the Supply 

Chain Management: An International Journal (SCM: IJ) and 5 articles found in the 

International Journal of Operations Management (IJOPM). Two articles each were found in 

the European Journal of Purchasing and Supply Management (EJPSM), International Journal 

of Physical Distribution and Logistics Management (IJPDLM) and Integrated Manufacturing. 

Other journals have one article each. The wide range of different journals that contain articles 

on lean in supply chain shows that it is a diverse and important research field. The highest 

number of articles found in SCM: IJ is an indication that supply chain management (SCM) 

pays attention to lean management approach. 

Articles distribution across Industry sector 
Lean, which originates from automotive manufacturing sector, has been extended to other 

industry sectors like constructions, service, and agri-food. As shown in Table I above, the 

articles in this review are distributed across these industry sectors. The manufacturing sector 

receives highest attention while the service sector receives least attention from the 

researchers. Some authors did not narrow down their discussion to particular industry sector. 

Instead, they made general discussion that cut across various industry sectors. The issue of 

general discussion is popular among conceptual research papers. The research under 

manufacturing sector covers various manufacturing sub sectors like computer, food, heavy 

equipments, foot wears, electronics and automotive sub sectors. Lean supply chain 

management started receiving attention in agri-food sector in 2005. The research in the sector 

is concerned with the improvement of value chain activities in the processing of agricultural 

food. The supply chain scope starts from production at farm, processing, packaging and 

distributions to the end customers. At present, most of researches in the area centre on meat 

sub sector. Much of researches on service sector are concentrated on focal organisations 

without extension to other supply chain members. Only very few articles discussed 

implementation of lean beyond the focal organisations of service industries. The reviewed 

articles worked on tourism and humanitarian services. The articles on construction considered 

civil and mechanical engineering works. Attention is given to design, material procurement 

and core construction activities.  

Articles distribution across time 
In the article search, publications from 1990 were considered but the first relevant article 

appeared in 1993 and the increase over the subsequent years was small and fluctuating. More 

than half of the reviewed articles were published from 2005 to 2012 with highest number of 

articles published in 2009 and 2011 respectively. Year 2005 marked the extension of lean to 

service and agri-food supply chain. Though lean became popular in 1990, but implementation 

of lean in supply chain gained more attention in 1997. The attention may be attributed to the 

publication of the book, Lean thinking, by Womack and Jones in 1996. The book advocates 

for implementation of lean across the entire supply chain. Also, the rise in the attention given 

to lean in supply chain in 2009 may be attributed to the search for survival strategies against 

global financial crisis which started in 2008. 

Research objectives 
Descriptive, exploratory, explanatory, and predictive research are different types of research 

objectives or purposes (Gimenez, 2005; Woodside et al, 2003). Usually, the research 
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objective affects the choice of research methods. Explanatory research looks for explanation 

of nature of relationships between different variables and explains cause-effect relationships 

and how activities take place. Exploratory research involves identification of key issues and 

variables, operational definitions like more efficient approach to handling issues and tests for 

possibility of more extensive study on an issue. Descriptive research provides accurate 

systematic information or description of an observation or phenomena within its context. 

Predictive research tries to predict or forecast short and long term outcome, or behaviour as a 

result of certain actions taken in a system. Table I above shows various research objectives of 

the reviewed articles and the corresponding research methods used in actualizing the 

objectives. Case study, survey and conceptual methods were used by various authors to 

actualize different research objectives like explanatory, exploratory and descriptive research. 

Predictive objective was achieved using modelling; however predictive research is not 

popular in the field (Table I). Woodside et al’s (2003) argument that case study research 

method can be used to achieve explanatory, exploratory and descriptive research objectives is 

supported by the findings. The review result shows that many of the exploratory research 

objectives were achieved using survey research method. 

Authors’ views on lean in the supply chain 
This section presents the authors’ views on what characterises a lean supply chain, benefits of 

lean in the supply chain and approach to lean in the supply chain in terms of lean principles, 

practices and techniques. It also studies the extent of research on lean implementations across 

various supply chain members. 

Characteristics of lean supply chain 
The following are the widely acknowledged characteristics of lean supply chain by many 

authors of the reviewed articles: Integrated supply chain members ( mentioned in 24 articles), 

effective communication and information sharing (mentioned in 13 articles), effective demand 

management (mentioned in 7 articles), end customer focus ( mentioned in 5 articles). 

Continuous improvement (mentioned in 6 articles), low inventories and few suppliers 

(mentioned in 4 articles each), continuous flow and long term contracts between supply chain 

members (mentioned in 5 articles each). Only characteristics acknowledged by at least four 

authors were selected. However, integrated supply chain members, effective demand 

management (demand pull), and effective communication and information sharing have 

outstanding popularity among the authors. The popularity of integrated supply chain members 

among the characteristics is in agreement with Womack et al’s (1990) description of lean as a 

close alignment from raw material to customers through cooperation. The authors emphasised 

that the identified characteristics are the requirements for attaining the desired benefits in lean 

supply chain management. From the authors´ descriptions of the characteristics; it is 

interesting to note that there is strong linkage or dependency among the identified 

characteristics. They explain that supply chain integration involves dealing with other supply 

chain members as extended part of the focal organisation .The integration which may involve 

signing long term contract with other supply chain members by the focal organisation will 

help to facilitate effective communication and information sharing. Also, in order to achieve 

integrated supply chain, effective communication and information sharing, there is need to 

have few suppliers. The idea of keeping few suppliers will help for effective communication 

and coordination across the entire supply chain. Some of the authors explain that supply chain 

integration, effective communication and information sharing are the basis to achieve 

continuous flow, low inventory, end customer focus and effective demand management. 
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Supply chain members involved 
Stevens (1993) identifies scope of supply chain as: Supply—Manufacture (core process)—

Distributions—End customers. Only very few of the articles discussed lean in supply chain in 

relation to all supply chain members. About half of the articles discussed lean in supply chain 

in relation to only two out of the four identified members of supply chain (see Table I). The 

supply chain scopes, supply and manufacture were extensively discussed in many of the 

reviewed articles while distributions and end customers were not discussed in details in many 

of the articles. The discussion on manufacture centred on waste reduction, problem search and 

solving by applying lean techniques/tools like: TPM, small lot size, 5S, cell manufacturing, 

employee involvement, VSM and 5Whys. Discussion on supply centred on using supplier 

integration and JIT to achieve waste reduction, effective communication and information 

sharing, strong and effective relationship. The little discussion on distribution called for 

efficient delivery, cost and waste reductions in transportations and warehousing. They 

emphasised on the appropriate choice of transportation modes, lot size, warehouse locations, 

number and size .Many authors acknowledged the importance of focus on the end customers, 

but did not discuss it in details. Some of the authors argue that through customer involvement 

like market research on customer need and value chain analysis, customer oriented process 

and products will be achieved. As seen in table I above, the supply chain members or scope 

covered by various authors in their discussions on the implementation of lean in supply chain. 

Benefits of lean in the supply chain 
The following are the widely acknowledged benefits of lean in supply chain by many authors 

of the reviewed articles: Low inventories (mentioned in 20 articles), customer satisfaction 

(mentioned in 12 articles), optimized efficiency (mentioned in 4 articles), high quality 

(mentioned in 22 articles), reduced cost and improved delivery regarding time, quantity and 

quality specifications (mentioned in 26 articles each) and high flexibility (mentioned in 10 

articles). Many of the authors agree that the identified benefits are linked to the lean 

management practices like value chain analysis, waste elimination, system organisation, end 

customer focus, problem solving, strong and effective relationships. Improved delivery, which 

involves delivery of exact customer specifications in terms of quantity and quality at the 

required time, is possible through the implementation of lean practices. Through 

implementation of just- in-time and pull production, accumulation of inventories in the 

system is avoided, hence cost of holding inventories is reduced. Besides reduction of lead 

time by avoiding unnecessary processes, waste elimination has also helped in cost reduction 

by avoiding over production, unnecessary transportation, inventory and processing. By 

focusing on the end customers and application of value chain analysis across the entire value 

chain, wastes and value adding activities are identified. Identification of value adding 

activities and waste eliminations helps in the achievement of customer satisfaction. 

Continuous problem search and solutions help to increase operations efficiency and quality of 

products or services. The improvement can be achieved by implementation of some lean 

techniques like TPM, 5Whys, VSM and employee involvement. Few authors acknowledged 

poke yoke, visual control and statistical quality control (SQC) as ways to achieve high 

quality, but many of the authors emphasised on supplier involvement as a way to achieve high 

quality. They suggest that supplier involvement in the early design stage and thorough 

screening of suppliers´ operations will help to improve quality. The authors view flexibility as 

the ability to respond to the dynamic market situation in terms of volume, product-mix and 

delivery .They identified three major areas of flexibility as :volume, product-mix, and 

delivery flexibility and argue that flexibility is required at both focal and supplier 

organisations. From the reviewed articles, it was found that the identified areas of flexibility 

can be achieved by implementation of lean techniques and practices like: small lot size, 

supplier relations or involvement, pull production, effective communication and information 
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sharing. Only benefits acknowledged by at least four authors were selected. However, the 

listed benefits were acknowledged by at least 10 authors.  

 Lean management approach: principles, practices and techniques 
About half of the authors gave explicit consideration to some of the five lean principles in 

their discussion. Only few authors considered the whole five principles in their discussion.  

Map the value stream of products and establish flow were the most considered principles. The 

implementation of principles requires implementation of some practices (Dean and Bowen, 

1994; Ahlstrom and Karlsson, 1997). From the reviewed literature, the practices, techniques 

and tools shown in the table II below for the implementation of various lean principles were 

selected based on the acknowledgement by at least three authors. Strong and effective 

relationships, value chain analysis and waste reduction are the most acknowledged practices 

for implementation of lean in supply chain. Implementation of practices requires arrays of 

techniques or detailed process (Dean and Bowen, 1994; Ahlstrom and Karlsson, 1997). JIT, 

VSM and supplier integration are very popular techniques in the implementation of lean in 

supply chain. The table II below shows the five lean principles and the corresponding 

practices and techniques for the implementation of the principles as perceived by different 

authors of the reviewed articles. The table presents a summary of the findings from the 

reviewed articles as regard to the implementation of (Womack and Jones, 1996) five lean 

principles in the supply chain. 
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Table II  
Lean principles and the corresponding practices and techniques for implementation of the principles 

 

Conclusions 
This literature review provides some insights about research on lean in supply chain as regard 

to the amount of works already done, research approach, trend and authors´ views on certain 

issues in the field. Lean approach to supply chain management became very popular since 

Principles Practices Techniques 

1. Specify value from the 

end customer view. 

 

Source information on 

customers need. 

Customer involvement. 

Value chain analysis and end 

customer focus. 

Value stream mapping 

(VSM). 

2. Map value to expose 

and eliminate waste. 

Value chain analysis. VSM. 

Waste reduction. JIT, TPM, small lot size, 5S, 

SMED. 

3.Estabilish flow System organisation 5S, cellular manufacturing 

Strong and effective 

relationship. 

Supplier integration. 

Waste reduction JIT, small lot size, TPM, and 

5S, SMED. 

4. Let the customer pull 

the products. 

Production of exact customer 

needs only when needed. 

JIT, pull/kanban system 

Strong and effective 

relationship. 

Supplier integration. 

5. Strive for perfection. Problem search VSM, 5Whys, employee 

involvement. 

Problem solving Training, 5Whys, employee 

involvement. 
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1997 following the publication of book entitled, Lean thinking, by Womack and Jones (1996). 

However, there is still limited number of journal articles in the field and no review of the field 

has been made. Distribution of articles across various industry sectors shows that the authors 

agree on the argument by (Cudney and Elrod, 2011; Womack et al, 1990) that lean has no 

boundary in terms of industry sectors. Concentration of the research work on manufacturing 

sector especially automotive area and use of single case study may negatively affect research 

development in the field. Besides, the popularity of single case study in the field will make it 

difficult to generalize research result from other industry sectors and particular sub sectors 

like automotive. 

Case studies help in gaining insight into a little known situation or concepts, and are good to 

be used for exploring implementation issues and theory building (Ellram, 1996; Gimenez, 

2005; Woodside et al 2003). Thus, the popularity of case study research method in the field 

indicates the authors´ effort to present an in-depth knowledge of the field and build a theory 

base for research development in the field. Yin (2003:34) argues that case study helps in the 

provision of illustrative evidence of an issue. However, most of the reviewed articles are case 

examples without illustrative evidence which are required to substantiate the claimed benefits 

of lean in supply chain. Reiner (2005) argues that empirical quantitative research helps in the 

development of policies, strategies and actions for improvement of situations or process. The 

empirical works done in the field are quite encouraging, but there is more concentration on 

qualitative approach and little attention to quantitative research approach.  

Lean suppliers, lean logistics and lean distributions are the major requirements to become lean 

enterprise (Behrouzi and Wong, 2011). Concentration of many of the articles on only two 

supply chain scopes: supply and manufacture (core process) and neglect of others may 

hamper fast development in the field. The review indicates that research on lean in the supply 

chain has not given adequate attention to full implementation of lean in supply chain. To get 

maximum benefits of lean implementation, it should go beyond the internal activities of the 

focal organisation to suppliers and distributors (Mohan and Sharma, 2003). Hence, full 

implementation of lean in supply chain is necessary so as to help in the adequate assessment 

of the benefit. The reviewed journal articles show that lean principles: map value Stream, 

establish flow, and the lean techniques: JIT, VSM and supplier integration are very important 

in the implementation of lean in supply chain. Many of the authors considered lean 

implementation in supply chain from principle down to application of appropriate practices 

and techniques. Thus, strategic and operational level of lean (Hines et al, 2004) are found in 

the implementation of lean in supply chain. 

The review has helped to in the identification of what many researchers in the field view as 

benefits of lean in supply chain and what makes a lean supply chain. Thus, the information 

will be of immense help to researchers and organisations implementing lean in their supply 

chain. The authors agree that the identified benefits are linked to the implementation of lean 

principles, practices and techniques in the supply chain. However, little effort was made by 

the authors to illustrate how the benefits can be achieved.  

Future research  
As a result of the findings from the reviewed work, it is recommended that future research in 

the field may consider conducting more empirical quantitative research works, like surveys 

and modelling. The research approach will help in the development of more policies and 

strategies for improvements in the field and can also help to substantiate the claims about the 

benefits of lean in supply chain. Also, more case study research method based on illustrative 

evidence and predictive research using modelling (mathematical and simulation) will help to 

substantiate the claims on the benefits of lean in supply chain. There is need to extend more 

research work to other industry sectors like service, agri-food and construction sectors. A 

sector that was completely left out in the reviewed articles is healthcare. It is interesting to 
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note the lack of articles from this sector, as healthcare typically includes a large number of 

actors, and where lean supply could potentially play an important role in the efforts to 

improve efficiency. The extension will help to fast track research development in these fields 

and provides useful insights. Full implementation of lean in supply chain will help in the 

appropriate evaluation of the benefits, thus it is important is to encourage organisations to 

embrace full implementation of lean in their supply chains by extending more research works 

to other supply chain members like distributors and end customers. Only four journal articles 

combined research methods. More objective and unambiguous combination of research 

methods in the field will help to increase the quality of research output in the field. Finally, a 

case study research to compare the findings in this review with practices in industries will 

help to further align the research works in the field to industries needs. 
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